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With AT&T Internet :~eIay Service
Family, friends and businesses are always just a free call away.

• Free re~[ay cal Is wjth in the U.S.
• Fa~t, reliable con n.ections to trained Communications Assistants
•. Personal User settings including adjustable ~ex~t size and color
~ Fdr peo~[e who pr~fQr signing, try AT&T Video Relay Service

Visit att.com/relay and start calling!

Bartender Trainees Needed
$250 a day potential. ocal positions. 1-800-293-3985
x 127

CAMP WEKEELA
Premiere co-ed camp on mountain ake setting hiring
instructors for ~g otography, Creative & Performing Arts,

ennis, ®utdoor Adventure, Ropes, Water Sports, Land
Sports, Riding. Dates 6/ 7-8/22. Have the summer of
a ifet~ime •o beautiful Maine! Contact 1.888.993.5335,
CampWekee a~ao1.com. Apply at www.campwekeela.com.
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BUSINESS MANAGER WANTED
Want to interact with local businesses,
work with a crack team of fellow students,
and perfect your phone ettiqueffe all at the
same time? Sure you dol

Reporter is currently looking to hire a new
Business Manager for Spring Quarter and
the 2004-2005 academic year.

All majors and levels of experience are
welcome to apply. Submit resumes to
reporterads@mail.rit.edu, or stop by our
5:00 p.m. Friday meeting in SAU A-426.

be REPORTER
AT&T
relay
services

© AT&T 2004. All rights reserved.
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EDITORIAL
In With the New

I’ve been “the new girl” many times in my life. As the daUghter of a military officer, I moved a
total of six time’s before coming to RIT. That was.only the beginning. College itself can be seen as
an endless series of new experiences and introductions all on its own as well. lye gotten really
good at’ shifting gears~ finding myself ig’ a different situation, introducing myself to new people.
As a result, I’ve become very comfortable with the whole first impression thing.

Such wasn’t always the case. I’ve made all of the typical first impression mistakes over the past
twenty-one years. I’ve been guilty of trying too hard, coming across as too confident, not being
myself, Otc. After much experience, I’ve decided that the trick to being the “the new person” is to
actIike you’re not hew at all. The sooner you get over the fact that a situation is new, the sooner
yo.u can.begin to feel like you beIon~’.

That’s what I did at my first Re/,orter meeting two years ago—I acted like I’d been there all
along. Right off the bat, I tried.my best to pick up on the atniospherd of the office and blend into
the staff. Part of that included developing a bitof a repartee with the Business Manager, Bryan
Hammer—an efficient self-assimilation technique that led to not only a valued friendship~ but a
ciuickly establishedlevel of comfort with the office and the rest of the.s’taff as well. It wasnt long
before I not only looked like I belonged, but actually did,and being a partdf this magazine isone of
the most amazing things that I’ve done, period.

This particular’introduction, my first editoriel ~s Editor in Chief, feels different, though. For one,
I’m obviously not new to Reporter itself.. The Reporter office has been a sort of second home
to me over the past three years. I joined the staff as the Advertising Manager in January of. my
freshman year, and then moved over to, Managing Editor a year ago—a position that I left in the
capable hand~. of Becky Ruby ~hen Itbecarne Editor and Chief this week. And yet, despite the
sense o~ familiarityand historythat I aOsociate’with the magazine,. I suddenly feel like the new girl
again, introducing myself to the community in.a way that l’~e r~ever had to do before.

I’ can’t act like I’ve been here all along. You know better, and, to be honest, I don’f feel like it
Not only am I very excited about ihe opportunity to make my own mark on the magazine, but the
person whose name.occupied where mine now sits deserves to be recognized for his efforts o’~ier
the past year. In Justin Mayer, the staff of Reporter had not only an editorwho tried his vthy best
to improve the magazine, but also a good friend. Personally, it’s a little difficult to imagine making
a magazine each week without Justin—we joined the magazine around the same time and I have
learned a lot from him over the past,year. The same can be said for Eileen Baumgartner and Laura.
Chwirut who have left th~ role of Ar.~ Director to Joe Guzrnan—I expect the same excellent work
from him that his recent predecessors gave to the magazine.

With new leadership, inevitably, comes a fresh perspective. I believe that, first and foremost,
a college magazine should reflect the students that read it. RIT is a diverse and complicated
community—our interests run the spectrum from mainstream toobscure, technological to artistic,

.and everything in between: In that line of reasoning, our goal at Reporter is to produce a magazine
not for you but of you—a magazine that you can pick up and not only see pieces of yourself in,
but through which you can becomeengaged with an area of campus life or life in general that you
hadn’t previously considered. We want Reporter to be as dynamic as the students it represents.

I also believe that unleOs the magazine is dedicated to continued improvement, there is little.
reason for it to exist. Reporter has made definite improvements over the past year—my hope~
is to keep that momentum going. To that effect, the rest of the staff and I have a lot of new
ideas that ‘we are excited to make a reality. I’d like to encourage you to have your say as well.
Reporter belongs the community that it serves—please let us know how we are doing, what you’d
like to see, or wander down to the office yours~If.

I’m I~oth excited and honored to introduce myself as the new Editor in Chief of Reporter. Nice to
meet you, 1 look~forward to one very excellent year.
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LETTER.
Letters to the editor, unless specifically noted, may be edited for grammar,
punctuation, spelling; ‘clarity, a~d if.. nebessary, space. ‘Repofter will not
print anonyrñous letters. Please note tha~t’ While Reporter wilL consider all
submissions for publication, letters thata~e e~mail~d are preferred. Send e-mails
to reporter.@.rited~i, or deliver to Reporter’s office, roon~ A-426 in-the SAU.

If you have feedback regarding letters to the editor,
op/ed pieces, or any article in Reporter, e-mail us at
reporter@rit.edu. If you are interested in writing an op/ed
article, submit via e-mail, call us at 475-2212, or visit us
in room A-426 in the SAU. Reporter reserves the right to
edit for libel and/or clarity. Due to space limitations and/or
appropriateness, publication is not guaranteed.

call: 475-2212
e-mail: reporter@rit.edu
visit: room A-426, below the SAU

by John-Michael Stern
photograph by Kim Wieselburg

In light of RIT’s own limited resources to fill
demands for interpreting services, RIT/NTID
is constantly looking for ways to better
manage ‘interpreting services. Efforts are
made to organize services in a way that
makes them •more efficient and allows RIT/
NTID.to econornize the overall total hours of
service provided. Whereas the total hours of
interpreting increased by 8,550 from 85,584
to 94,134 between 2000 and 2002, the total
number of hours of interpreting dropped
slightly by 105 from 94,134 to 94,029 between~
2002 and 2003.
- Because such a slight decrease in
interpreting services may evehtuàlly threaten
RIT/NTID’s capability to support deaf~ and
hard-of-hearing students’ growing needs for
interpreting services, RIT/NTID sent Congress
a 2005 federal bud~et request that would
grant funds to add five more interpreters.
Howe’~’er, President George W. Bush’s federal
budget for 2005 calls for the same level of
budgeting for RIT/NTID as 2004. Although
what little else grows on trees during this cold
winter season cannot salvage a lack of money,
Dr. Alan Hurwitz, NTID Dean, says “our fight
i~ not over.”

In efforts to convince Cor~gress to rethink
his~request, Dr. Hurwitz continues to meet
with Congressional staff to justify the need to
support RIT/NTID’s original budget request fbr
additional services.

The original . 2005, federal budget request
would further funding for RIT’s ever-growing.
use of C-Print captioning, a system developed
at NTID through, which the spoken word
is transcribed to print. C-Printing involves a
C-Print, captidnist sitting in on a class, typihg
what information he or she hears onto a laptop,
and then relaying that information to another
laptop available to deaf and hard-of-hearing
students. C-Print provide a kind of real-time
cap~tioning—it is an efficient means of pro~iding
service to students who benefit fron~ it.

The Department of. Interpreting Services
áurrently has a staff of about 108 interpreters.
To ensure the most efficient use of resources,
the Center for BOccalaureate and Graduate
Studies (CBGS) guarantees to support each

quarter s~ecific sections of courses with the highest demand for interpreting.
These sections are noted in the RIT Schedule of Courses, along with a date by
which students must request services to be sure of receiving them. Students
who. for whatever reason cannot o~ do not register for designated sections are
much less likely to receive support for that particular quarter. Students who
request interpreting for any section after the published deadline receive services
only if re~ources permit. .

While the total number of interpreters has remained relatively constant, the
total number of CPrint captionists has increased to ten. C-Print services are
currently limited to students with additional disabilities besides deafness and to
new students who are unable to benefit from interpreting .~services during their
first year. RIT/NTID continues to search for alternate ways and means to increase
productivity in the delivery of~ interpreting services. For example, an e~ternal
consultant has been brought to RIT to examine interpreting services and make

- recommendations to improve efficiencies in the management and delivery of
these services.

Such economization is not flawle~s. Prioritizing class sections tO reduce
interpreting, for example, means that students may not always be able to

~fit importaOt classes into the few blocks open in their schedules. As for the
legitimacy of rumors floating around campus about interpreting service cutbacks,,
Dr. Hurwitz reassures that no cutbacks exist. At least for now, the slight decrease
in the overall hours of interpreting services provided merely signifies improved
economization of services. Rumors asidO, RIT/NTID ultimately strives~ to juggle
limited resources and high demand in a waythat they are able to accommodate
students with needed support services. •

O •~
O —

O - •Ot .o~ e
O 0 ter•reeS

A Word~on Sportsmanship
“Teach me goodness, disOipline, and knowledge.” This is the motto of St. John
Fisher Golle~e. Unfortunately after attending the Fisher-RIT men’s basketball
game on Friday night (Friday, Eebruary ‘20) I can clearly ~state that it seems the
College has a long way to go with rOspec~ tO the first two.

I am curr~tly takin~ courses at St. John Fisher Coll’ege, and I was appalled
‘at the mai~ner in which the Fisher student body treated the AlT fans at Friday
night’s basketball game. I can only say that I am ashamed of my affiliation with

- the college an~ offer my deepest apologies for the .behavior of their fans. The
actions ‘of the Fisher fa~is was nothing less than deplorable. Their comments
were unthoughtful; disrespectful, and downright rude.

I was very impressed by the rnaturit~ and class showed by the RIT fans at the
game. While theFisher fans chose to cheer by chanting~offensi~,~e and distasteful
remarks, the, RIT fans maintaine~dthei( compdsure, and chose not to resort to
such lowbrow humor. They simply coñtinudd to’cheer on theirtearfi with dignity,
class and respect. In the end, it was the AlT fans who were more deserving of
a win (in agarrie that could have easily sden either team victorious). And while
BIT’s te~arn’may not have.left the court victorious, asfar as character and class are
concerned, ‘AlT fins were the unquestionable winners’in,that contest.

Brian K. Carpenter . . . . -

be REPORTER
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A Word~on Sportsmanship
“Teach me goodness, disOipline, and knowledge.” This is the motto of St. John
Fisher Golle~e. Unfortunately after attending the Fisher-RIT men’s basketball
game on Friday night (Friday, Eebruary ‘20) I can clearly ~state that it seems the
College has a long way to go with rOspec~ tO the first two.

I am curr~tly takin~ courses at St. John Fisher Coll’ege, and I was appalled
‘at the mai~ner in which the Fisher student body treated the AlT fans at Friday
night’s basketball game. I can only say that I am ashamed of my affiliation with

- the college an~ offer my deepest apologies for the .behavior of their fans. The
actions ‘of the Fisher fa~is was nothing less than deplorable. Their comments
were unthoughtful; disrespectful, and downright rude.

I was very impressed by the rnaturit~ and class showed by the RIT fans at the
game. While theFisher fans chose to cheer by chanting~offensi~,~e and distasteful
remarks, the, RIT fans maintaine~dthei( compdsure, and chose not to resort to
such lowbrow humor. They simply coñtinudd to’cheer on theirtearfi with dignity,
class and respect. In the end, it was the AlT fans who were more deserving of
a win (in agarrie that could have easily sden either team victorious). And while
BIT’s te~arn’may not have.left the court victorious, asfar as character and class are
concerned, ‘AlT fins were the unquestionable winners’in,that contest.

Brian K. Carpenter . . . . -
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Brick Beat
by Andrew Bige ow

Computing to fit Human Needs
The next installment in the B. Thomas Golisano College of
Computing and Information Sciences’ Dean’s Lecture Series,
entitled “Leonardos LaptOp:’ Human Needs and the New
Computing Technologies,” is slated for 1 p.m. this Friday,
March 12.

This’ lecture focuses on the irtteftwined relationship that
exists between technology and quality of life: specifically that
technology shill meet human needs to improve our quality of
life. This lecture’s presenter is Ben~ Shneideri’nan, a professor
at the University of Maryland. The lecture is ifee, open.to the
public, and will be followed by’a reception. Shneiderman; who
has received both the Lifetime Aãhievement A~.iard from the
Association for Computing Machinery and fellowship in the
American Association for the Advancement of Science in
2001, directed the University of Maryland’s Human-Computer
Interaction Laboratory fromits inception in 1983 until 2000.
.Shneiderman al~o involves himself with the University of
Maryland’s Institute for Advanced Studies and its Institute
for Systems Research. He previously taught at SUNY and
Indiana University.

RIT Granted over $400,000 by the National Science Foundation
After a $406,395 grant for optoelectronics-packaging and
microsystems research made by the National Science
Foundation, RIT secured the funds to purchase new equipment
and expand these growing fields of research. Two colleges in
RIT, the College of Applied Sciences and Technology and the

HistoRiT
Get Your Current Events Elsewhere
by Jeff Prystajko

Barn, baby, barn.
The Red Barn, built long before the Henrietta campus was
constructed, was, in 1968, originally considered to support
the college nightlife. Remodeling costs would be analyzed to
determine possible future uses for the building.

Talk about’being stabbed in the back
Quite literelly, actually. On February 29, 1972, Gerald Hace—a
second year printing major and varsity hockey player—was
stabbed during an altercation between him and three RIT
students against several Geneseo students. The incident
followed a basketball game during which the Geneseo visitors
acted rowdy, and bdgan harassing the cheerleaders. RIT
Physical Education director Louis Alexan~der asked several
varsity athletes to sit in the ‘middle to buffer the conflict.
Following the game, four of the athletes were confronted
outside by appróximatdly 20 from the offending group, all
wielding weapons such as belts, bottles, and cfiains. Highly
outnumbered, all ‘four suffered injuries, particularly Hace.

Kate Gleason College of Engineering will spht the grant because
these t~io fields’are hosted, through .separate.colleges.

A scanning electron inicroscope, as well as a scanning acoustic
microscope, were secâred threugh this grant’s funding. This
grant has also enabled the Center for Electronics Manufacturing
and Assembly (operated by the College of Applied Science~ and
Technology) to possess the needed resources to establish new
industry partnerships.

Locally, a Victor company, REDCOM Laboratories, has
agreed to work with the center to develop training programs,
advanced packaging technologies, and also lead-free assembly
techniques. Other new partnerships include ones with
Siemens Dematic Electronics Assembly Systems, Glenbrook
Technologies Inc., and Mätec Microelectronics. The center is
also assisting the development a “Photonic Explorer,” which is
a small swallowable device capable of imaging from inside the
human body.

xhibition of Alan Singer’s Work at NTID’s Dyer Arts Center
Starting on March 11, 2004, artwork by Alan Singer will be
displayed in the Dyer Arts Center at NTID. Singer, an RIT
professor, works as a printmaker and painter. Thirty-five of his
compositions are featured in this exhibition, “Slice of Life: A
Retrospective Look at the Art of Alan Singer, in Paintings, Prints
and Drawings, 1993-2003,” which runs through April 9, 2004.
According to Singer, “In the last ten years, my colors have gotten
stronger and I sometimes rely on computer technology, but as
for my inspiration—one image comes from another ... They are
like members of a family and all share some resemblance.”
Alan Singer grew up in quite an artistic household as the child of
Arthur and Judy Singer, two well-known American artists. •

Although the perpetrators were caught and detained, none of
the four were able to identify the individual responsible for the
knife attac,k.

Gracies got jealous
On Tuesdayand Thursday nights beginningin March of 1989, the
SAU second.floor Clark meeting rooms were transformed into
•the Clark Dining Room.:_~a fancy, high-class restaurant. Serving
non-traditional cuisine (for a college, at least) such as chicken
marsala, NY strip steaks, grilled salmon, and shrimp mushroom
melts, the dining roorñ also featured international delicacies,
an all-you-can-eat buffet, and a full bar. Unlike a normal elegant
restaurant, however, there was no dress code, and students
could use debit to pay for r’neals. According to supervisor Patti
Petrie, “People are looking for an alternative, and we want to
bring more people into the College Union at night.”

What’s next, an lnstantMessengerThon?
Students accepted to RIT. in early 1990 could start getting
assimilated—er, acclimated.~—to the college experience through
the magic of phode pals. During a “Phonathon” in March of that
year, 1 5 volunteers from the various colleges called the soon-to-
be-freshmen, answered questions, and dispensed advice.

CrimeWatch /12
compiled by Becky Ruby

February 14— Greek Housing
Assault
A male student resident reported an unknown male struck
in the left side of the head and left’eye after he was aske
name. The student stated there was no reason for the assault,
and there were two unknown males who fled on foot. The
Sheriff’s .Off ice responded to investigate, and RIT Ambulance
responded ‘to evaluate the student. Crime’ alert fliers
distributed, and the investigation continues.,

February 17—K Lot
Theft Auto Parts . -

A visitor reported that while parked overnight in K lo
February 15 and February, 16, the stereo and speake~s were
taken from his car. Additional security is assigned to the
residential parking Iots. . .

Feb~ruary 21.— University Commons
Criminal’Mischief
A .student rep~rted a damaged window at his apart
building when he returned home at 3:00 am. Housing
Operations repaired the damage, and a neighborhood canvass
was conducted.

February 22 Perkins Green Apartments
Trespassing
A student entered another student’s apartment in
Green yelling for everyone to wake up. The res
the student out of the apartment, and called Campus
The responsible student was identified, and he is referred to
Student Conduct for appropriate disposition.

J~ebruary 22— Peterson Hall
Drug Possession
A student admitted smoking marijuana in his room following
the report of a suspicious odor coming from the room. Drug
paraphernalia was turned over to Campus Safety, and the case
is referred to Student Conduct for appropriate disposit

February 23— University Commons
Petit Larceny
A student reported that several parts were removed from
his bicycle while it was chained to a bike rack in University
Commons between February 21 and February 22. Most of
the stolen parts were recovered in a wooded a
apartment. A neighborhood canvass was conduc
Alert notices were posted in the common areas.

Febwary 25—Gleason Building
Grand Larceny
A staff member reported two locked projectors were taken fr
classrooms in the College of Engineering. It is undet
this time when the property was last seen. Th
is assisting Campus Safety with the investigatio

a c Libr “Patent lnformatio Available
o Use the Library to

F ee Contact Mike Lepelstat: mhl0612@rit.ed

7 p.m.- 1 a.m.
RHA Vegas ight
A C fe Join RHA for Blackjack, Roulette, Craps, and more. Ma

I : $ . Contact’ RHA egas Night: p1s1892 rit.edu.

10:00 a.m.- 3 p.m.
PASA Red Cross Blood Drive
Contac: ennifer Mikoll: jlm7495@rit.edu.

7 p.m.- 9p.m.
PASA Desert Dance
Clark A, B, and C. With a live band. Benefits trip to AAPA Nati

Contact: Jennifer Mikoll: jlm7495@rit.edu.

1 p.m.
Home Game: Men’s Lacrosse vs. Oswego

3/15 12:’’ p.m-i p.m.

.w D. -s I r C.mmunication Environmen Me sure
Fr- -. Contact: Betty Morrow’ b med rit.edu.

116 4p.m.- 6p.m.
Student Government Take it to ‘Em Forum
Sponsored by SG to give students the opportunity to respond to
preliminary Strategic Planning reports, which will first be posted on
www.rit.edu/president on March 10.
Contact: Andrew Quagliata: abqccl@rit.edu,

5:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Pasta Dinner
Skalny Room. Hosted by the Center for Religious Lif
Everyone is welcome I Free,
Contact: Ellen Spoto:efs0368@rit,edu, 475-2135.

/17 ii a.m.-5p.m.
Community Service Fair

0. .y. eet oca nonpro it organizati.
in..u .w . . -- .1 . ~.• —=

C. tact’ Phyllis Wal :r’ppwcclt~rit.edu

1:30 p.m.- 3:30 p.m.
Meet the Authors at the RIT Library

all ce Library Idea Factory. Professor Marcia Birken from the College
of Science and Professor Anne Coon of the 01 ege o i era rts

sc ssco a ora ivewri , ,

Co tact: Sarah Reynolds: srrw I@rit.edu, 75-2613.

3:30 p.m.
Home Game: en’s Lacrosse vs. Geneseo

1 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.
GCCIS Lecture Series
Golisano Auditorium. Ben Schneiderman, Professor of Computer Science
a e niversity of Maryland, discusses” Leonardo~s Laptop: Human

e nd the ow Computing Technologies.” Free.
Contact: Cheryl McLean: c_mclean@gccis.rit.edu, 475-4789.

p.m.- p.m.
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Despite
Setbacks,
Kodak
Relationship
Still Strong
by Patrick Rice
photograph by Kathryn Nix

In 1887; a young man named George Eastman má’de ~ $50 donation to the
Mechanics Institute, the precursor to• RIT. Since then, Eastman’s company,
,Kodak, has donated over $30 million to RIT. But lately, economic tides have
.turned the photography giant off-kilter enough ‘to the point where ,they
announced plans, last ‘month to eliminate 15,000 jobs . worldwide, including
‘4,500 jobs in. Rochester. While therd is no way ‘to put a’ positiye spin on
such a situation, Koduk’ aI~o made a 15 million dollar corr~thitment.to fhe
Roch’ester community to help job development in other areas within Rochester,

• including efforts to train workers in new fields. Here at RIT, Kodak has been
‘making ‘investthdnts and donations ‘that add to the quality of education of
RIT students. So, does BIT stand to face a cut in support from Kodak durir~g
this period of change? Not if you ask RIT’s Michael Dwyer, ‘Director of RIT’s
•First in Class Program, or Steve Sch’.vab,. Director of RIT Corporate Relations.
“Historically, o’ur CEO and Kodak’s CEO have held strong the belief that RIT and
Kodak h~vu grown up together, and we will continue to ‘grow together,” said
Schwab. The relationship incIude~ the nearly 4,000 RIT graduates that Kodak
employs, as v~elI as the countless’number of Kodak emplbyees whocome to Rltt
for graduate work, including Kodak CEO Daniel’ Carp who earned his MBA from
RIT’in’1973. On the same Ievel,Schwab and.Dwyer both add that~the sharing of
services goes beyond just educating KOdak’s workforcd. “When RIT feels thOy
need services or product that Kodak can ~5rbvide, we ask, and Kodak generally
says ~‘es,” said Dwyer: Whether it.is digital photograj5hy bquipment or funds to
s’poilsor research, the use of Kbdak’s’resources and products’wiII onlygrow on
campus in years to come. , . ‘ ‘

To further,explore’the opportunities to share services between RIT’and Kodak,
the two entities dè~’ised what is.calléd a Vertical Slice Team. Th~s fe’arts is made
u~ of engineers, middle.and upper management, and other staff rñembei’s from
both Kodak,and Rlithat’offer mixed viewpointson future collaborations.

In a’ddition to being the’largest single employer, of RIT graduates, Kodak has
aI~o provided rn&é.funds to the university than an’~’ other single company. The
history,of providing consistent support to RIT was never’officially recognized until
tl~,past.fall, when the quad between Campus Connections, the George Eastman
Building, ,and the Liberal Arts arid Wallace Library buildings was relandscaped
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and renamed tI~e Eastman Kodak Quad, in recognition of
that relationship, In addition to the quad renovations, Kodak
sponsored Kodak day, at RIT in October, a way for ‘Kodak to
embrace RIT cOmmunity members and make them more aware
of the advances that Kodak is making in fields such as imaging
science, film and animation, and digital photography.

Schwab and Dwyer agree thatKodak and RIT only have room
to further benefit from working with each other, especially in~
research in high tech fields. RIT’s Vice Presidentof Finance and
Administration Jim Watters feels if there is any effect on RIT’s
relationship with Kodak, it ~NouId be a slightly smaller amount of
Kodak’employees enrolled at RIT. Even.if RIT does see smaller
enrollment figures from Kodak, the university has a program
in place for displaced workers who can receive discounted
fuition. The’reduced tuition program isan opportunity for those
out of work to become trained ma new field at RIT. One such
opportunity can be found in the $8, million New York State
sponsored Center for BiotechnoIo~y Education and Training
which is scheduled to break ground at RIT in the Spring.

“We’re in a very good position ,of support,” said Dwyer.
“RIT has only benefited from the transition of Kodak’s digital
technologies,” Schwab and Dwyer feel encouraged by the
iOvestments Kodak makes in RIT, including plans to make
Kodak Day at RIT an annual event, and they hope to see future
investments in technological research. Though no one can be
sure of what the future brings, Schwab, Dwyer, and Watters
are all confident that both RIT and Kodak plan on working hard
to maintain the solid working relationship that has existed for
more than 100 years.

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you’ll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you’ll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You’ll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what’s waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1 800 423 USAF or log on to airforce.com.
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Attention RIT Students.. .Domino ‘s
JVild iVeekends is back!!

Get any 1-topping medium pizza

for oniy $3. 99~’
Offer is good every Fri., Sat., and
Sunday after 8 PM

Call the 1-lenrietta location at
359-3330/TTY at 359-3333

Don’t forget the breadsticks and wings!

Campus Wings Combo

1-Topping pizza & Buffalo Wings. ~

I ~~
Medium Pizza Large Pizza .

5. &10 Wings &1O Wings
~, DeepDish Extra Exp 1213103
‘~ £aax~a~ pararbar tsnpind ~rxraa kit baw s~ud ~ozn sr~eA nse~ sates lusaxted te k.~ xodro, s’~ ris ens cute ~xu ns~

• Campus Double Deal
~ Two cheese with 1-topping pizzas. ~

I ~~~ !~!.
~ Mediums Larges X-Larges
~ Deep Dish Extra Exp~ 12/3b03
~ ba~u~t~ parebti esergurid wn,uran he Liw sasi~ ~ a~r~ ~se~ sates 6terda~ued te 4eo users us pjeis ~ns auto £55 tlr~

Medium Special

Medium 2-topping pizza & 2 Cans
of Coke®, diet Coke® or Sprite®

Deep Dish Extra Lop 1213103
~3btaus~ pa tamp ms’rsl’s keabtssastds5~jt a~rAt~xr~su

p

1-Topping pizza & Cheesy Bread
Can substitute Cheesy Bread with Breadsticlcs or Cinna Stix

‘1 $799 $999 U
Deep Dish Exera Medium Large Exp 12131i03 I

‘~SLaicop~ pattebalasrrpt~UerUefj £tiALrosasuatO~i arwr3satolstmxdosrdtslpouodrosqps is auiuqooLtietp8e
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the U.S. Air Force,

there’s no telling what

you’ll work on.

(Seriously, we can’t tell you.)
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U~S. AIR FORCE

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

SIE YOUR FILM
ON THE

BIG SCREEN
Its - . . .
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Each month, the Little Theatre presents the work o
Emerging Filmmakers from all over New.York State.
If your film is 30.rninutes orless, send aVHS or.DVD•to:
KarenvànMeeiian’
Little Theatre
240 EastAvenue -

Rochester, NY 14604 ‘ www.Iittle-theatre.corn
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Despite
Setbacks,
Kodak
Relationship
Still Strong
by Patrick Rice
photograph by Kathryn Nix

In 1887; a young man named George Eastman má’de ~ $50 donation to the
Mechanics Institute, the precursor to• RIT. Since then, Eastman’s company,
,Kodak, has donated over $30 million to RIT. But lately, economic tides have
.turned the photography giant off-kilter enough ‘to the point where ,they
announced plans, last ‘month to eliminate 15,000 jobs . worldwide, including
‘4,500 jobs in. Rochester. While therd is no way ‘to put a’ positiye spin on
such a situation, Koduk’ aI~o made a 15 million dollar corr~thitment.to fhe
Roch’ester community to help job development in other areas within Rochester,

• including efforts to train workers in new fields. Here at RIT, Kodak has been
‘making ‘investthdnts and donations ‘that add to the quality of education of
RIT students. So, does BIT stand to face a cut in support from Kodak durir~g
this period of change? Not if you ask RIT’s Michael Dwyer, ‘Director of RIT’s
•First in Class Program, or Steve Sch’.vab,. Director of RIT Corporate Relations.
“Historically, o’ur CEO and Kodak’s CEO have held strong the belief that RIT and
Kodak h~vu grown up together, and we will continue to ‘grow together,” said
Schwab. The relationship incIude~ the nearly 4,000 RIT graduates that Kodak
employs, as v~elI as the countless’number of Kodak emplbyees whocome to Rltt
for graduate work, including Kodak CEO Daniel’ Carp who earned his MBA from
RIT’in’1973. On the same Ievel,Schwab and.Dwyer both add that~the sharing of
services goes beyond just educating KOdak’s workforcd. “When RIT feels thOy
need services or product that Kodak can ~5rbvide, we ask, and Kodak generally
says ~‘es,” said Dwyer: Whether it.is digital photograj5hy bquipment or funds to
s’poilsor research, the use of Kbdak’s’resources and products’wiII onlygrow on
campus in years to come. , . ‘ ‘

To further,explore’the opportunities to share services between RIT’and Kodak,
the two entities dè~’ised what is.calléd a Vertical Slice Team. Th~s fe’arts is made
u~ of engineers, middle.and upper management, and other staff rñembei’s from
both Kodak,and Rlithat’offer mixed viewpointson future collaborations.

In a’ddition to being the’largest single employer, of RIT graduates, Kodak has
aI~o provided rn&é.funds to the university than an’~’ other single company. The
history,of providing consistent support to RIT was never’officially recognized until
tl~,past.fall, when the quad between Campus Connections, the George Eastman
Building, ,and the Liberal Arts arid Wallace Library buildings was relandscaped
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and renamed tI~e Eastman Kodak Quad, in recognition of
that relationship, In addition to the quad renovations, Kodak
sponsored Kodak day, at RIT in October, a way for ‘Kodak to
embrace RIT cOmmunity members and make them more aware
of the advances that Kodak is making in fields such as imaging
science, film and animation, and digital photography.

Schwab and Dwyer agree thatKodak and RIT only have room
to further benefit from working with each other, especially in~
research in high tech fields. RIT’s Vice Presidentof Finance and
Administration Jim Watters feels if there is any effect on RIT’s
relationship with Kodak, it ~NouId be a slightly smaller amount of
Kodak’employees enrolled at RIT. Even.if RIT does see smaller
enrollment figures from Kodak, the university has a program
in place for displaced workers who can receive discounted
fuition. The’reduced tuition program isan opportunity for those
out of work to become trained ma new field at RIT. One such
opportunity can be found in the $8, million New York State
sponsored Center for BiotechnoIo~y Education and Training
which is scheduled to break ground at RIT in the Spring.

“We’re in a very good position ,of support,” said Dwyer.
“RIT has only benefited from the transition of Kodak’s digital
technologies,” Schwab and Dwyer feel encouraged by the
iOvestments Kodak makes in RIT, including plans to make
Kodak Day at RIT an annual event, and they hope to see future
investments in technological research. Though no one can be
sure of what the future brings, Schwab, Dwyer, and Watters
are all confident that both RIT and Kodak plan on working hard
to maintain the solid working relationship that has existed for
more than 100 years.

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you’ll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you’ll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You’ll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what’s waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1 800 423 USAF or log on to airforce.com.
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Attention RIT Students.. .Domino ‘s
JVild iVeekends is back!!

Get any 1-topping medium pizza

for oniy $3. 99~’
Offer is good every Fri., Sat., and
Sunday after 8 PM

Call the 1-lenrietta location at
359-3330/TTY at 359-3333

Don’t forget the breadsticks and wings!

Campus Wings Combo

1-Topping pizza & Buffalo Wings. ~

I ~~
Medium Pizza Large Pizza .

5. &10 Wings &1O Wings
~, DeepDish Extra Exp 1213103
‘~ £aax~a~ pararbar tsnpind ~rxraa kit baw s~ud ~ozn sr~eA nse~ sates lusaxted te k.~ xodro, s’~ ris ens cute ~xu ns~

• Campus Double Deal
~ Two cheese with 1-topping pizzas. ~

I ~~~ !~!.
~ Mediums Larges X-Larges
~ Deep Dish Extra Exp~ 12/3b03
~ ba~u~t~ parebti esergurid wn,uran he Liw sasi~ ~ a~r~ ~se~ sates 6terda~ued te 4eo users us pjeis ~ns auto £55 tlr~

Medium Special

Medium 2-topping pizza & 2 Cans
of Coke®, diet Coke® or Sprite®

Deep Dish Extra Lop 1213103
~3btaus~ pa tamp ms’rsl’s keabtssastds5~jt a~rAt~xr~su
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by Elliot Jenner.
Dune is perhaps one of the best-known titles in the history of
science fiction. So, it would probably come as a surprise to
many that it almost wasn’t published. It was re,fused by over
a dozen publishers for being too long, too complicated, or too
intricately plotted. It was finally released by a company that
printed how-to books... and then went on to win both the
Nebula and Hugo Awards for 1965.

Dune is the tale of Paul Atreides, betra~’ed and all but exiled
to the desert planet Arrakis. His very existence is in defiance
of plans an eon in the making; he will rise to lead the Arrakis
natives, the Fremen, against their oppressors. For, on Arrakis,
Paul has the ultimate weapon: the spice. Without the spice,
there is no commerce in the empire. the navigators of the
Spacing Guild cannot see safe roi~tes through foldspace
without it. The Bene Gesserit, an o~der of witches, cannot see
the past and future without it. The nobles will die without it. He
who controls the spice controls the empire.
The Dune Chronicles (Dune, Dune Messiah, Children of Dune:.

God-Emperor of Dune, Heretics of Dune, and Chapterhouse:
Dune) are notorious for their complexity. The intrigues of the
Imperial Court, the Spacing Guild, and the Bene Gesserit are
convoluted, rife with double meanings and hidden agendas.
The customs and traditions of the universe are highly
developed, and very alien to modern sensibilities. All, of it
con~es together somehow, to make a complete, thoroughly
engaging ,tale. Elaborate and metaphysical, Frank Herbert’s
Dune Chronicles ~howcase his ability to write deep, complex
fiction that is still comprehensible.

The books address many themes. Ecology is a major one; the
entire culture of the Fremen is about surviving long enough to
remake their world from a desert wasteland into their version
of paradise. It showcases the extremes to which politics and
economics can go when driven by absolute monopolies. It
explores a culture that has become totally dependant on a drug
for its very function; a culture whose existence is centered on
ensuring the smooth acquisition and distribution of the spice.
It also comments on the great excitement surrounding the
then-emergent computer technologies. In the world of Dune,
a bleak picture of the future is painted: computers take over
humanity, and are in turn overthrown in a brutal war called the
Butlerian Jihad. All forms of computing are banned religiously.
People have to come up with ways to perform tasks without
computers, leading to the creation of schools that train humans
as computational devices for the nobility.
The epic tale weaves its way across six books. However, it

was still unfinished in 1986 when Frank Herbert died from
pancreatic cancer. It would be years later that his family
would locate his missing notes and his son Brian, with Kevin J.
Anderson, would revisit the Dune universe.

The two set out to complete the tale. They first wrote the
two prequels that Frank Herbert had planned, before moving
to complete the tale of Dune, a novel which Frank Herbert had
entitled simply Dune 7 in his notes. The prequels, Prelude to
Dune and Legends of Dune, w.ere eachexpanded into trilogies.

Prelude to Dune tells the story of events just before Dune,
introducing many of the characters and their back stories. It
also spins a tail of the near folly of the emperor,- and explains
many of the political events that led to Paul Atreides being sent
to Arrakis.

Legends of Dune brings to light the tale of the Butlerian
Jihad, the time when human~ rose up against the thinking
machines. Secure in their freedom, The,League of Nobles have
done nothing but defend themselves against the forces of the
Overmind, Ominus, for centuries.’ When Sere’na Butler leads
a rescue mission to the world of Geidi Prime, she sets into
motion events that will lead to the greatest war humans have
known. And, on a backwater world called Arrakis, the properties
of the spice are about to be discovered.

Written in a much more straightforward manner, than the
Dune Chronicles, the new novels deal with events rather than
awe~ome metaphysical occurrences. This serves the function
of the novels, becau~e it i~ just what these stories are about:
the events that led to Dune. Almost nowhere do the visions•
and mysticism of the’ originals appear. Politics and intrigues are
more pronounced than ever before, as they are seen without the
blinders of prescience and mysticism that obscure and belittle
them in the Dune chronicles. Many things only alluded to in the
original chronicles ~re brought to light here. They are fascinating
tales of the past, and they shine spotlights on the future. The’
prequels display Brian Herbert’s skill at crafting events and
details into ‘a cohesive whole, while carefully avoiding the
divulgence of key information until just the right moment.

Both Frank and Brian •Herbert do justice to their tales.
Though different, their individual styles and methods make
for interesting and ~uperb writing. With the last book ‘in The
Legends of Dune completed and scheduled for release in
September, all that remains is the missing Dune 7, which has
been broken into two books. Tent’atively titled Hunters of Dune
and Sandworms of.Dune, they are scheduled to be released in’,
2005. It should be well wort[~ the wait..

THE LIE WHERE OU BELONG
by Erhardt Graeff
illustration by Joe Guzman

WOMBS AND GAMI1~IG
In a world overrun by nepotistic plutocrats wielding beers for batons
and parading their sycophantic disciples through social after mindless
social, the unaffiliated student needs something entertaining to
do during the lazy hours left by the beginning of a new quarter.
Solution: games of fun. Simple, but innovative,
The following is a short list of three potentially infectious games with
which to turn ordinary time into extraordinary fun.

Three-tier Challenge
This first game would be great for the dorms because it requires
a staircase with one more landings overlooking a base floor, as
found in many residential and academic buildings on campus.
A little preparation is necessary. To start, you should bake 3 (or
more) bundt cakes of graduating radii. They must be able to be
arranged into concentric circles. Once ready, place the cakes
on the floor below the staircase. Then climb to a reasonable
overlook point. From here, teams or individuals can take turns
dropping forks on the bundt cakes. Like archery, the forks must
stick in the bundt cakes, and will be scored acco
of the pastry rings is penetrated. After a fe
will probably be fairly mangled, so I suggest ha
of spare bundt cake sets handy for long-term play. Any age
or skill level should find this gam
all night long.

Flagrant Whorl 5000
Everyone knows that throwing things is fun, stre
pseudo-masculine, and so forth. Well, throwing things into
ceiling fans is all of that times about five thousa
suggestions: use crayons, and implement a unique scoring
system. The crayons allow you to track where a particular fan-
volley landed by marking the contact point. Also, by using all
one color per team, several people can engage in synchrono
warring action. As for points, you can basically assign them
however you deem worthy, whether the targets be walls,
windows, persons, or pets. If others complain that tossing
crayons makes the game too “dang-er-ous” or too “dam-a
ging,” then simply sacrifice other items to the fan, such as
socks, beanie babies, or flan.

Sir Gawain and the Green Bike
The movie Quick Change inspires this exciting game, which
only requires two bicycles and two long brooms. A strong
set of guts is essential as well, because one needs to m
all the courage possible for this recreation of a medieval
joust. The setting is outside, so you need to just designate a
good long stretch of grass on which to hold the tournament.
Set the participants far enough apart to gain ample speed.
After they mount their bicycles and place their brooms Ihandle
out) under their right arms, start them off and watch the fun.
The risk of being hurt in this event is a little high, so I recommend
that the challengers wear some kind of a protective garment,
like several heavy sweatshirts or a pair of chaps. Helmets are
a must. For true multifaceted fun, break up the tournament
into a round robin with a finals bracket to encourage cheering
and gambling.

So none of these options seem to tickle your fancy? We
perhaps its better to do something a little more traditional, like
putting on your mp3 copy of Bush’s speech and playing the
State of the Union drinking game all over again. If you don’t
think politics ‘and alcohol make a good game either, then
you’ve obviously never killed a courtesan by driving your’ car
off a bridge. Really, the definition of “game” is fairly broad for
anyone, but definitely ought to inclOde the word FUN. Thus,
make sure it also includes you. Life’s a game, life’s a party, keep
it interesting, have fun—there you go.

N1~: TiKrl 1~1D aciair4i
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by Kate Bloemker

HI3W TO MAKE GHOGOLATE ~HIr COOKIES
1. Prehe~t.oven to (number) degrees.
2. ~Eombine (noun(, (noun), and (noun) in a sma(l (type of container).
3. Beat together (noun), (noun), (noun), and (noun) unti( (adjective).
4. Add (number) eggs one at a time.
5.Graduafy beat in (powdery substance( mixture.
6. Stir in (adjective) (p(ura( noun) and (adjective( (p(ural noun).
7. Beat (adverb) unti( (adjective).
8. Drop by spoonfuls onto ungreased (p(ura( noun(.
9. (Verb) (number) to (number) minutes or unti( (co(or).

10. Let. stand (nurhber) minutes.

by Sean Hannan
With Easter fast approaching, it’s time for
maNs across America to honor the resurrection
of Christ by setting up e(aborate disp(ays
featuring a man in a rabbit suit. This c(ever
p(oy gives chi(dren the chance to meet the
Easter Bunny, and gives their parents the
chance to shop at any of the fine stores in
the establishment. In fact, our cu(ture thrives
on such costumed promotion. (n theme
parks, giant costumed people tie baNoons to
the wrists of Litt(e Johnny and Miss Sue. At
sporting events, plushy anima( caricatures
(ead chants and raise the spirits of attendees.
Costumes are so ubiquitous that a sexual
fetish has develeped around their use. That’s
just dandy, but have you ever wondered who
makes these things?
The answer, my dear friends, is Unique

(nf(atab(es Ltd. of Hyderabad, (ndia. Located on
the web at funnycostumes.com, this retai(er

S
Note: It is up to ~v ad Libs players whether or not to
SL cjcjest ‘food noun’ as Opposed to simply noun,
the des gnation we have used below.

caters to aN of your promotiona( and pep rafly needs. For the (ow,
(ow price of $350, you too can p(ay dress up in a custom mo(ded
suit fabricated with “internationa( quaflty fur”—whatever that
means. For those who wonder what it’s (ike to wear a hot air
bal(oon around al( day, funnycostumes.com a(so offers nylon-
based air-fifed costumes. One of these oversized testaments
to promotiona( engineering can be had for a mere pittance
of $850. . .

Funnycostumes.com boasts 307 different fur costumes and
79 varieties of inf(atab(e costumes. The company wiN a(so take
any design and custàm tai(or a suit to your specifications. This
service is featured on the promo inf(atab(es page, where a cadre
of srnihng Carrier air éonditioners march onwards and upwards
toward their goa( of effici~nt coofng. Other costumed products
range from toothpaste to Pring(es to condoms; definitely a
marketing budgetiweN spent. (f ( had $1700, ( wou(dbuy two:
inf(atab(e iée cieam cone costumes so that a friend and (,cot~(d
rud fu(( speèda~ each other just for shits and gigg(es.

Greatest Ambition: To be a Registered Nurse.
What’s the meaning of life? Love is the meaning of
(ife for me.
Do you have any tattoos? (don’t, (don’t be(ieve in
them.
Favorite Word: God.
Least Favorite Word: Devi(.
Is the glass half full or half empty? The g(ass is
ha(f fuN.
Who is your hero? My dad.
Do you have any speacial talents? My talent is
singing. Others may not agree, but that’s my ta(ent.

On(y eleven weeks ‘tiN summer.
RIT’s somewhat diminutive popu(ation o
female students come out of hibernation.
Nice days=reasons to skip c(ass and hang

quarter out on Char(otte Beach.
~ SG and the fraternities come out of

hibernation to host barbeques, and who
doesn’t like free food?
The “Greeks” are more (ike(y to be
outside, doing us the honor of granting us
a depository for that pesky spare change.
AM the coo( professors let us have c(ass
outside on occasion. Hint Hint.
The days get (onger again, thus giving the
il(usion of (onger weekends.

What’s your favorite cheese? Cheddar.
What did you want to be when you were
growing up? (wanted to be a missionary.
What’s the one thing you think should
happen before the world ends? Peace.
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Trisha Johnson
Gracie’s, Line Server

* F.o~a mare (adjective) cookie, add (number) teaspoons of (hquid), and increase baking temperature to (number) degrees.

Makes (number) dozen.

Just (ike (person) used to make) Eat and enjoy) •

FUNNYeOSTUM[S.COM: WHY DO YOU W[I1F~ THflT STUPID MflN SUIT?

**NOTE: Report~rwish~s to apo(ogize that, due to fi(e corruption, pictures of the fo((owing interviews are
not avai(ab(e. However, we assure you that they were both very handsome young gent(emen.

Joe Lawson
1st year, Mechanical Engineering
Hometown: F(int, M(

Extracurricular activities: (ntramural Sports.
What’s your. greatest ambition? To just be
happy for the rest of my (ife.
What did.you want to be when you were
growing up?: A rock star.
What is your pornstar name (first pet’s name
plus the street wheie you grew up)? Kimber(y
WoOkie.
Favorite Word: Let’s go for “pa(m”— we have a
ruoning inside jokewith that.
Least Favoiite Word: ‘Moist.
Favorite Cheese: Provalone.
Is the glass half full or half empty? Ha(f fu(l.
Who isyour hero? Superman.
Special talents: Towe( dancing... strip teases.
-What istheone thing you think should happen
before the world ends? Peace on Earth.

(

Miguel A. Cardona
4th year, New Media Design
Hometown: Buffa(o, NY

Extracurricular Activities: RA in the
dorms, member of th
Group, and the Rochester Macromedia
User Group.
What’s your greatest ambition? To ru(e
the wor(d.
Meaning of Life. To have memories.
What is your pornstar name (first pet’s
name plus the street where you grew
up)? Nina Richmond.
Favorite Word: “Word.”
Least Favorite Word: Loquacious.
Favorite Cheese: Munster.
Is the glass half full or half empty? The
g(ass is the g(ass.

\~

Who is your hero? My dad.

on my hands, and (can flip my hand
around... (cou(d show you.
Where do babies come from? The
doctors.
What is the one thing you think
should happen before the world ends?
Everybody shou(d be at peace with
everybody e(se.

reasons why
we’re excited

for spring

Design **** The ohve green co(or scheme does not say “funny costumes” to me—it says “mihtary surplus.”
Content **** There are copious snapshots of aN of their costumes in action.
Safe for Work **** Unless anthropomorphic creatures real(y rub you that way, this site is nothing (ess than downright cudd(y.
Not a Fad **** As (ong as there are theme parks and crappy summer jobs, there wi(( a(ways people to suit up. .
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Reporter, March 29, 1968. This can easily be applied
to Rochester springs in general. Don’t get too comfy
in the nice weather. It’s sure to snow at least one
more time before summer.
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by Kate Bloemker

HI3W TO MAKE GHOGOLATE ~HIr COOKIES
1. Prehe~t.oven to (number) degrees.
2. ~Eombine (noun(, (noun), and (noun) in a sma(l (type of container).
3. Beat together (noun), (noun), (noun), and (noun) unti( (adjective).
4. Add (number) eggs one at a time.
5.Graduafy beat in (powdery substance( mixture.
6. Stir in (adjective) (p(ura( noun) and (adjective( (p(ural noun).
7. Beat (adverb) unti( (adjective).
8. Drop by spoonfuls onto ungreased (p(ura( noun(.
9. (Verb) (number) to (number) minutes or unti( (co(or).

10. Let. stand (nurhber) minutes.

by Sean Hannan
With Easter fast approaching, it’s time for
maNs across America to honor the resurrection
of Christ by setting up e(aborate disp(ays
featuring a man in a rabbit suit. This c(ever
p(oy gives chi(dren the chance to meet the
Easter Bunny, and gives their parents the
chance to shop at any of the fine stores in
the establishment. In fact, our cu(ture thrives
on such costumed promotion. (n theme
parks, giant costumed people tie baNoons to
the wrists of Litt(e Johnny and Miss Sue. At
sporting events, plushy anima( caricatures
(ead chants and raise the spirits of attendees.
Costumes are so ubiquitous that a sexual
fetish has develeped around their use. That’s
just dandy, but have you ever wondered who
makes these things?
The answer, my dear friends, is Unique

(nf(atab(es Ltd. of Hyderabad, (ndia. Located on
the web at funnycostumes.com, this retai(er

S
Note: It is up to ~v ad Libs players whether or not to
SL cjcjest ‘food noun’ as Opposed to simply noun,
the des gnation we have used below.

caters to aN of your promotiona( and pep rafly needs. For the (ow,
(ow price of $350, you too can p(ay dress up in a custom mo(ded
suit fabricated with “internationa( quaflty fur”—whatever that
means. For those who wonder what it’s (ike to wear a hot air
bal(oon around al( day, funnycostumes.com a(so offers nylon-
based air-fifed costumes. One of these oversized testaments
to promotiona( engineering can be had for a mere pittance
of $850. . .

Funnycostumes.com boasts 307 different fur costumes and
79 varieties of inf(atab(e costumes. The company wiN a(so take
any design and custàm tai(or a suit to your specifications. This
service is featured on the promo inf(atab(es page, where a cadre
of srnihng Carrier air éonditioners march onwards and upwards
toward their goa( of effici~nt coofng. Other costumed products
range from toothpaste to Pring(es to condoms; definitely a
marketing budgetiweN spent. (f ( had $1700, ( wou(dbuy two:
inf(atab(e iée cieam cone costumes so that a friend and (,cot~(d
rud fu(( speèda~ each other just for shits and gigg(es.

Greatest Ambition: To be a Registered Nurse.
What’s the meaning of life? Love is the meaning of
(ife for me.
Do you have any tattoos? (don’t, (don’t be(ieve in
them.
Favorite Word: God.
Least Favorite Word: Devi(.
Is the glass half full or half empty? The g(ass is
ha(f fuN.
Who is your hero? My dad.
Do you have any speacial talents? My talent is
singing. Others may not agree, but that’s my ta(ent.

On(y eleven weeks ‘tiN summer.
RIT’s somewhat diminutive popu(ation o
female students come out of hibernation.
Nice days=reasons to skip c(ass and hang

quarter out on Char(otte Beach.
~ SG and the fraternities come out of

hibernation to host barbeques, and who
doesn’t like free food?
The “Greeks” are more (ike(y to be
outside, doing us the honor of granting us
a depository for that pesky spare change.
AM the coo( professors let us have c(ass
outside on occasion. Hint Hint.
The days get (onger again, thus giving the
il(usion of (onger weekends.

What’s your favorite cheese? Cheddar.
What did you want to be when you were
growing up? (wanted to be a missionary.
What’s the one thing you think should
happen before the world ends? Peace.
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1r.~r
RIT has a probLem: .four~out’ often peopLe who attend RIT decide to Leave before they graduate.
Sometimes this probLem is discussed openLy. other times behind cLosed doors in administrative meetings.
There are many reasons that Lead them to this decision, whether it is curricuLum, time-to-degree, GPA
baggage. internaL transfer difficuLty. the trimester system, facuLty. or the weather. For the Last 25 years.
the retention rate has hovered between 56 and 65 percent. and these perpetuating reasons have haunted
every administration.

For years, the administration has realized that something has
to be done to fix this issue. And for years, th’ere have been
proble~ns with implementing solutions. It is not surprising that
with the development of the new Strategic Plan, the issue
of student retention is at the top of the list of things to fix.
President Al Simone has appointed Acting Vice President for
Student Retention Dr. Kit Mayberry to address the problem.
Where other improvement plans have failed, the administration
is confident this one will succeed.
~Historically, there has been a problem of improving retention

at RIT, and Kit Mayberry attributes this to the fact that there
has not been, adequate follow-through of initiatives. While
some of the easier recommendations have been implemented,
the’ harder ones have not, ‘and the challenge of actually
improving has never been met. “You can’t just be playing
around the edges,.you have to get at the core,” said Mayberry.

“Students come hereto learn, and if they learn, they’ll ‘stay,
and if they don’t feel they’re learning, or learning at an equal
measure to what they’re paying, they’re’ going to leave.”
Improved Advising and Degree Audits

RIT is in a difficult position, as its fast-paced quarter system
can easily cause a student to fall behind if they withdraw from
even one class. According to Mayberry, many retention reports
have shown that the incident that creates a student’s desire to
transfer usually happensin the first year, and often the first term.

“Programs are so heavily sequenced in terms of prerequisites, if
you see a low grade, and drop the class to avoid the grade, well
you avoid the grade, but.are also out of sync with the program,”
said Ma~iberry.

While courses won’tbe’getting easier in order to boost~grades
and retain students, many aspects such as early-alerts, advising,

and a recalculation of cumulative GPA will be in place soon. Advising is crucial to
helping students succeed early on, and Mayberry feels that it will be important to
improve the methods in which advisement is given. “We cOrtainly never expect
all faculty to be advisors. We work on the principle that different people have
different strengths, and the people who havegood one-on-one skills and really
love working with young people should be doing the advising, and should be
rewarded when they do it well.” One such reward might work into consideration
for tenure and annual merit review. Conversely, if a faculty member doesn’t do a
good job advising, there would be consequences.

Barry Culhane, Executive Assistanf to the President and Co-Chair of the
Retention Committee, is working hard to get an internal transfer office, along
with a more centralized system of advising. “The problem is that we’ve got
great advisors and we’ve got lousy advisors, and we need to have it much morO
even, consistent, and available to students when it’s convenient to students,”
said Culhane. He added that some colleges are starting to develop this type of
system, such as the centralized IT advising in,GCCIS.

A degree audit system, which should be in place very soon, will give
students the ability to thoroughly analyze the different programs available
at the university, and will provide instant feedback as to what credits .would
transfer internally. Culhane feels that with a system like this in place, it
would be even better if there wa~ a centralized department for students to•
take Odvantage of. “It ought to be staffed by people who love working with
students, and they will have the degree audit system at their fingertips,” said
Culhane. “If you don’t have the flexibility to make a.change and not lose a
whole year of sëhool, I woUld’certainly’think about making a change in school.”
GPA Recalculation

• Advising is important, but it doesn’t end there. Features such as GPA and the
ease of transferring are more applicable to students who are third year or higher.
If students decide to leave RIT and finish ‘their degree at another’institution, they
are able to take their credits with them, butleave their GPA behind and potentially
graduate with a 4.0. RIT administration has decided that it is not fair to pin, a
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• .. GPA tostudents who fransfer internally. If a student transfers
‘fr6m engineering, where they had a GPA of 2.4, to the college
of busi’ne’ss, they will get to start with a ~fresh GPA. This new
procedure of recalculating the GPA will be in place as soon as
possible according the administration.
There is a multitude of programs at RIT which take longer than

-four years td complete, and with built-in cb-ops, they may take
up to five and a half or six years to finish. The “time to degre&’
is another aspect that may factor. into a student’s decision to
leave, and this time increases when students cannot get a class.
they need, or deviate from the sequence. “We get high quality
students, andwe have an obligation to’them tbat’if they do their
part, they should’ be betting their degr~ees in thefour or five year
programs in the time they expected,” said,Culhane. Programs
have a differen’t.total credit requirement, and although some
students say they transfer because of financial reasons, it may
be because they didn’t get a cocipleof classes that they needed
and ended up~ s’pending more money and time. Programs that
are longer and require more credits create more opportunity to
fall behind;’
•Part of the solution to this problem involves relaxing some
requirements and offering more variety in curricula. Sometimes,
courses are only offered cert~in quarters, and a student who
doesn~t get into a course may have fo wait a whole year
before having another chance to take it. “Let’s ‘say there are

• 30 students, and -22 get into the course, why can’t-we figure.
out something else to do with those eight?” said Culha’ne.
He .wants more alternatives for students for these situations,’
where the~’ h,ay be able to dà an independent study, or create
another class based on the demand so that the total degree
time is not affected. . .

Culharie also stressed thaf a relaxing of ‘requirement’s does -

• not mean a relaxing in term~ of quality. “No way are we
• going to water.down our quality,” said Cuihane. “But we also
don’t have to take the fountain of knowledge, and .turn ‘it on
students like a fire hydrant; we can offer it as a drinkof water.”

Variety of Curricula . -

Typically, when students get into theirthird and fourth year, they’feèl the need to
branch dut,and take clasèes outsideof th~irprogram, but are often faced with the
consequence of not having’it count towards their degree. There have been many
focus groups t6 Jook into this’i’ssue, in terms of what BIT students really want.
Many people come to BIT because tl~ey wanted tobe at a university,, and they
wanted to be able to take courses in different, areas of study,” said Mayberry.
Usually, the better the incoming student is the mare they will want to take a.
course outside of their area of study, according to Admissions. “Sometimes I
think that we think about RIT as the’end of a student’s education, as opposed
to the way a lot of bther schools think about it as the beginning,” said Mayberry.

“We need to think of it that way so that it’s not our job to finish something, but
to-begin it.”

Andrew Morgan, a second-year Economics major came to realization last year
that BIT was not what he thought it would be, and has since changed programs
and prepared to trarfsfer after this year. He’has applied to many other schools,
ihcluding the University of Virginia and the University of Chicago. “Both are heavy
in liberal arts and great schools,” said Morgan, who intehds to major in Political
Science. “ Both of them appreciate more of an intellectual curiosity, as opposed
to RIT’s stance of ‘we’re going to teach you things, and you’re going to use it
to get a job.” He feels that BIT does not give students the opportunity to apply
knowledge as they see fit.
The academic mission is certainly the main focus of.this retention committee,

and the’ learning experience inside and outside of the classroom is going
to be the element that ultimately improves the rate of graduation. “I don’t
want to suggest that students only want to be happy, in the classroom,
but that’s why they came here,” said Mayberry. “If they came here
for something else, then they paid a lot of money for summer camp.”
Learning.Communities . . .

Syracuse University has recently started a program that creates “learning
communities,” in which groups of students will take courses together, and
have faculty that interact with each other in order to create a more close-knit
and meaningful experience. Mayberry feels that this type of program will
help RIT create a better educational experience, especially in the first couple
of years. “The notion is to apply what you’re learning to other things, and
discover interdisciplinary connections,” said Mayberry. In a potential “studio

model environment,” a lecture and lab would essentially be combined to allow
students to immediately apply what they learned in the lecture. These courses
also lend themselves to group work, and create stronger relationships to peers
and professors. “It gives you a s~nse of belonging from the beginning that is
academic as well as social.”

Research also shows that students tend to stay here if they have positive
experience with faculty members outside of.the classroom with either advising
or research projects. Mayberny stresses that these relationships don’t happen
unless it starts with a positive classrdom relationship. “That’s not likely to happen
if students are not in a classroom that encourage interaction such as a straight
lecture, or they are in a classroom where a fadulty member is very critical and
favors certain students,” said Mayberry. “There are many ways a faculty member
can be discouraging to students for contacting them outside of the classroom—it
has to start there.”
The quarter system is something different that everyone faces when they start

at BIT, and sequence courses tend to exacerbate the, abrupt learning period that
a ten week course creates. Many students need to take calculus in sequence,
with a different class each quarter and oftOn a different professor. “Personally,
I would like to have,more tithe to study a subjeãt,” said Douglass Murray, a
second year Physics major who will be transferrin~ to either Penn State or the
University of Maryland after this year. “I think that if sequence courses would be
less compressed, then it would be easier to learn the subject.”
Aside from the scheduling method currently in, place, which is scheduled for

a change (see sidebar); there is no reason why such sequence courses could
not be a year-long experience, and be worth 12 credits. Mayberry thinks that,
the way these courses ére taught would have to change, but for the better.

•“There wouldn’t be that huge ‘amount -of pressure for faculty to keep things
moving so fast,” said MaybeiTy. “The point being that the goal of the course
is to have students succeed, and not to weed out the students that fail.’

“Students come here to learn, and if they Learn. they’lL
stay, and if they don’t feeL they’re Learning, or Learning at
an equal measure to what they’re paying, the
Leave:’- Kit Mayberry

Where We Stand
Retention is more than having students come to BIT and deciding to stay. or

the graduation rate to go up, and f
still many things that need to be a ‘

atmosphere. BIT lacks a typical
Students visit other schools
missing. There needs to be an ele
to stay, but an excitement for be -.

departing student Morgan. “If’we could take that atmosphere an import that
into other places and events at BIT, it would
hockey game and cheers ‘for the Tigers—for at least those two hours—they feel
that they are part of the BIT commun’

The situation is complex, but it has been broken do
will hopefully eliminat&or cut drastically ~
constantly improving aesthetically, and the ne - ‘ -

there, the social afmosphere may need to be examined more’ - . -.

of future: as yet unforeseen initiatives, Culhane, Ma - -

the administration are e5<cited abouf the immediate changes t~be made within
the year. “I’ve been here thirty years, and this is ‘ .‘ -

going to make sbme major changes in the academic infrastructure th’at really
need to happen,” said Cuihane.

Not even a strategic ‘plan can alleviate the cold or .exces
absence of. sunlight. Its initiatives can howev , -

a better place in many ways and help students, ‘to forg
winter rhbnths. .‘ - ‘ .

Say Goodbye to 6:00 a.m.:
Registration System Overhaul in the Works

Getting up at the crack of dawn to fight for one of 55
sessions in the Student Information System (SIS) at
6:00 am. every quarter has been consistently been
met with groans and frustration. BIT’s retention
committee has recognized this registration strife
as a major cause of students leaving the Institute.
According to a survey the committee created, 30-35
percent of the 2800 students who took it reported
they did not get all the courses they needed to make
progress toward their degree,

Students’ wishes may be granted: the committee,
along with the help of the registrar and ITS, is working
to create a new demand-responsive system that lets
students see their possible sche. -

advance. Though fall registrati. - -

the same fashion as the curren -

winter and spring courses for the 2004-2005 academic
year will take place as early a -

“Colleges right now are actually work . .- -

9

“With that information a
ask all students to go and select wha
what sections you’
knowing full-well that it co
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• .. GPA tostudents who fransfer internally. If a student transfers
‘fr6m engineering, where they had a GPA of 2.4, to the college
of busi’ne’ss, they will get to start with a ~fresh GPA. This new
procedure of recalculating the GPA will be in place as soon as
possible according the administration.
There is a multitude of programs at RIT which take longer than

-four years td complete, and with built-in cb-ops, they may take
up to five and a half or six years to finish. The “time to degre&’
is another aspect that may factor. into a student’s decision to
leave, and this time increases when students cannot get a class.
they need, or deviate from the sequence. “We get high quality
students, andwe have an obligation to’them tbat’if they do their
part, they should’ be betting their degr~ees in thefour or five year
programs in the time they expected,” said,Culhane. Programs
have a differen’t.total credit requirement, and although some
students say they transfer because of financial reasons, it may
be because they didn’t get a cocipleof classes that they needed
and ended up~ s’pending more money and time. Programs that
are longer and require more credits create more opportunity to
fall behind;’
•Part of the solution to this problem involves relaxing some
requirements and offering more variety in curricula. Sometimes,
courses are only offered cert~in quarters, and a student who
doesn~t get into a course may have fo wait a whole year
before having another chance to take it. “Let’s ‘say there are

• 30 students, and -22 get into the course, why can’t-we figure.
out something else to do with those eight?” said Culha’ne.
He .wants more alternatives for students for these situations,’
where the~’ h,ay be able to dà an independent study, or create
another class based on the demand so that the total degree
time is not affected. . .

Culharie also stressed thaf a relaxing of ‘requirement’s does -

• not mean a relaxing in term~ of quality. “No way are we
• going to water.down our quality,” said Cuihane. “But we also
don’t have to take the fountain of knowledge, and .turn ‘it on
students like a fire hydrant; we can offer it as a drinkof water.”

Variety of Curricula . -

Typically, when students get into theirthird and fourth year, they’feèl the need to
branch dut,and take clasèes outsideof th~irprogram, but are often faced with the
consequence of not having’it count towards their degree. There have been many
focus groups t6 Jook into this’i’ssue, in terms of what BIT students really want.
Many people come to BIT because tl~ey wanted tobe at a university,, and they
wanted to be able to take courses in different, areas of study,” said Mayberry.
Usually, the better the incoming student is the mare they will want to take a.
course outside of their area of study, according to Admissions. “Sometimes I
think that we think about RIT as the’end of a student’s education, as opposed
to the way a lot of bther schools think about it as the beginning,” said Mayberry.

“We need to think of it that way so that it’s not our job to finish something, but
to-begin it.”

Andrew Morgan, a second-year Economics major came to realization last year
that BIT was not what he thought it would be, and has since changed programs
and prepared to trarfsfer after this year. He’has applied to many other schools,
ihcluding the University of Virginia and the University of Chicago. “Both are heavy
in liberal arts and great schools,” said Morgan, who intehds to major in Political
Science. “ Both of them appreciate more of an intellectual curiosity, as opposed
to RIT’s stance of ‘we’re going to teach you things, and you’re going to use it
to get a job.” He feels that BIT does not give students the opportunity to apply
knowledge as they see fit.
The academic mission is certainly the main focus of.this retention committee,

and the’ learning experience inside and outside of the classroom is going
to be the element that ultimately improves the rate of graduation. “I don’t
want to suggest that students only want to be happy, in the classroom,
but that’s why they came here,” said Mayberry. “If they came here
for something else, then they paid a lot of money for summer camp.”
Learning.Communities . . .

Syracuse University has recently started a program that creates “learning
communities,” in which groups of students will take courses together, and
have faculty that interact with each other in order to create a more close-knit
and meaningful experience. Mayberry feels that this type of program will
help RIT create a better educational experience, especially in the first couple
of years. “The notion is to apply what you’re learning to other things, and
discover interdisciplinary connections,” said Mayberry. In a potential “studio

model environment,” a lecture and lab would essentially be combined to allow
students to immediately apply what they learned in the lecture. These courses
also lend themselves to group work, and create stronger relationships to peers
and professors. “It gives you a s~nse of belonging from the beginning that is
academic as well as social.”

Research also shows that students tend to stay here if they have positive
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if students are not in a classroom that encourage interaction such as a straight
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favors certain students,” said Mayberry. “There are many ways a faculty member
can be discouraging to students for contacting them outside of the classroom—it
has to start there.”
The quarter system is something different that everyone faces when they start

at BIT, and sequence courses tend to exacerbate the, abrupt learning period that
a ten week course creates. Many students need to take calculus in sequence,
with a different class each quarter and oftOn a different professor. “Personally,
I would like to have,more tithe to study a subjeãt,” said Douglass Murray, a
second year Physics major who will be transferrin~ to either Penn State or the
University of Maryland after this year. “I think that if sequence courses would be
less compressed, then it would be easier to learn the subject.”
Aside from the scheduling method currently in, place, which is scheduled for

a change (see sidebar); there is no reason why such sequence courses could
not be a year-long experience, and be worth 12 credits. Mayberry thinks that,
the way these courses ére taught would have to change, but for the better.

•“There wouldn’t be that huge ‘amount -of pressure for faculty to keep things
moving so fast,” said MaybeiTy. “The point being that the goal of the course
is to have students succeed, and not to weed out the students that fail.’

“Students come here to learn, and if they Learn. they’lL
stay, and if they don’t feeL they’re Learning, or Learning at
an equal measure to what they’re paying, the
Leave:’- Kit Mayberry
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Money
Doesn’t

Grow on
Bricks

Low EnroLLment, Economy Lead to
Budget Issue at RIT

by Becky Ruby with Justin Mayer and Christopher Zajac
illustration by Steve Bernard

It costs $808 ‘per minute to run RIT. Financial aid, loans, and
other such benefits aside, that means that a four-year student
pays for RIT to function for under two and half hours. Four
years, 12 quarters of study, thousands of dollars later, and it all
goes toward opening the Institute for a single Monday morning.
While harsh and pessimistic for a student and his or her bank
account, it’s a heavy reality that the administration faces
everyday—keeping RIT up, running, and improving takes a lot
of effoit, as well as a lot of r~oney.

So when an enrollment shortfall this year forced the
administration to dip into contingency funds to make up for
a $4 1 million loss, there was a tightening of belts and a
slowdown of major projects acros~ the campus.
“When we established our budget and approved it last

April, we, anticipated a certain level of student enrollment.
And, we ended up with.about a 240 students less than we
expected,” said President Al Simorie. The miscalculation for
student enrollment being the main component, along with the
national economic deficit catching up with the Institute, RIT’s
administration has had to analyze the contributing factors, as
well as brainstorm solutions to make up for the lost funds. ‘We
have to make up the shortfal in the tuition re~ienue. One way to
do that is to hod back on the hir ng, hold back on discret onary
expenditu es, hold back on some physical plant projects—and
h.t saves cash,’ Simdne continued.
The flIT budget is laid ~ut annually between January and April,

when the Board of Trustees has its annual spring meeting.
According to Dr. James Watters, Vice President of Finance and
Administration, the Vice President of Enrollment Management
and Career Services, Dr. James Miller, meets with many of
the college deans-and. department chairs to discuss a variety
of topics during that period of time: current enrollments, how
many graduating high school students there will• be, the
numbers taking college board tests, and their interests in
various fields, “so they get a real understanding of the trends of
demand and interest in various fields that RIT offers.”

With all of. this information at their fingertips, many were
left to wonder how enrollment and finance were able to
miscalculate 234 student spots. According to Simone, Watters,

and Miller, a. variety ,of factors contributed to the student
enrollment: fewer international students came; fewer part-time
students could afford to eri’roII; many co-op students stayed at
their jobs: Additionally, RIT’s academic reputation has made the
pool of candidates a higher caliber, meaning students might
have chosen between MIT, Cal Tech, or flIT—it’s not hard to
see who won.

A~ far as inté~nationaI student enrollment was concerned,
Simone attributed the lower number to the facts that acquiring
student visas has been a major problem and that students
have felt a greater safety risk in the United States Numbers of
~tudents from the two largest foreign countries of originattending
RIT, India (about 500 students) and China (about 160 students),
have been on a major. decline. As evidenced by the Graduate
Record Exam (GRE), a board exam required to attend graduate
school, there has been a national trend of fewer applicants from
India and China—numbers of test-takers were down 37 percent
and’50 percent re~pectiveIy. The fall in internatioiial enro!Iment is
then’ not particular to RIT, rather, is “a phenomenon that’s been
going on across the country,” said Simdne.

On a smaller geographic level, the local economy of has
affected part-time enrollment greatly. With outsourcing and
corporate layoffs at Kodak; Bausch and Lomb, and Xerox,
corporate benefits have been on the decline. Many part time
students have decided not to return because they cannot
afford the required time and money. In addition, many full-time
students who were away from the Institute for co-op positions
decided not to return right away. Rather, they “decided to
stay on the job an extra quarter—they did double blocks. They
stayed on co-op. and they should be coming back this year,”
said Simone. .

A final reasdn for Iower~than-anticipated enrollment was,
according to Simone, “sort of a plus reason. In effeèt, what’s
happening is we’re having a higher caliber of student applying,
and they’re accepting our offers at.a lower rate than students
who haven’t been as strong. And, we did not anticipate that.:’
To counteract tl~at trend for next year, AlT plans torecruit more
s ongly, and maintain a deeper waiting list Because students
were not accepting or declining RIT’s invitation very early,
there had been great difficulty in making the final projection
for. enrollment numbers. “We’re going to pay attention to that
this year. We’ll have a longer waiting list, recognizing that the
competition for the students that are applying is greater than it
ha~ beeh,” Simone continued.

Telefund Secures Additional Institute Funds
Armed with a new, more efficient automated
calling system, the RIT Telefund, a branch of
the Annual Fund, works to secure funds for the
Institute, boosting flIT’s participation rating in the
process. “For the most part, we want to call as
many alum’s as possible because that gives us
our participation rate, which is how we’re ranked
in the US News and World Report, “said Heather
Smith, Assistant Director of Annual Giving and
the head of the efforts at Telefund. “People look
at that when they’re deciding where to come
here or work here as a prospective student. The
higher our ranking, the higher every alum’s degree
looks.”

According to Watters, 61 percent of the operatin~ budget in question is made up of
student tuifion and fees. Though the Institute does not actually get all of the money
in the published rate of tuition; because of the $59 million in awarded financial aid, it
is still a huge chunk of the total funds. When the 234 fewer students in on-campus
enrollment became a clear number, the administration made the decision to use
contingency funds to offset the lack of revenue. “When we entered this academic
year we had 6.5 million dollars sitting in there as a contingency for adverse events.
n September we clearly saw that we had an adverse event “Watters said. “Since
November, we’ve seen that the decline is more substantial than that $4.1 million
[needed to offset the enrollment shortfall], it’s actually the entire $6.5 million. If
you were to look at this line today, it would be zero. We have totally used this
contingency line to make up for the decreased enrollments.”
“It’s the reason we have the contingency funds—in case something like this
happens,” Simone said. ‘~I like to have contingency funds at all times to take
advantage of strategic initiatives and opportUnities, and to protect against
catastrophe. Right off the bat, we’re goihg to put $7 million right into those
discretionary funds to build it back up to where they were, so that, if something
happens, we’re ready. That’s just a good business practice.”

In addition to the contingency funds being utilized, President Simone made an
Institute wide request to stop any further hiring until the next fiscal year (though

•departments can still go through a petition process if a new hire is necessary), so
as to save on salary-costs, and to hold off on any physical plant projects that have
not been approved already. The previous trend had been 100 new hires annual
and a variety of physical changesand additions going up On campus. “ -‘

going like a house of fire. And, that’s been.a lot of momentum. We’re going to
slow it down a little bit, but we’re going to keep it going,” Simone said.

For next year, RIT’s budget is based on having 100 more students tha
rather than another projection of a 350 student jump Accbrding to M
growth for next year will come from the freshman class—-RIT will be acce
40 more freshmen in addition to the regular growth. Plus, he expects gro
in off-campus initiatives in Prague and Kosovo. The overall rate of acceptance
has not been pinned down yet. “We’ll go through that this spring. The graduate
acceptance rate is between 45-50 percent. Transfer is usually around 60 pe
The freshmen rate will probably be in the 65-68 percent range. That’s -

the overall numbers,” Miller said.
Watters said that this budgetary problem does, not put flIT near any sort

financial crisis, and Simone has been confident that this - - - -

miscalculated on enrollment, and that was primarily the source of th- -

We’ve analyzed why we miscalculated, and we’re going to correct that to
right back on the positive trend line,” said Simone. “I see R)T on a ye -

upward trend line, with a lot of momentum And; sometimes when you’r
trend line, your experience is above it, and sometimes it’s below . - -

a blip below the trend line this year a one time event I can’
that’s what I believe.”

This year, the Telefund hopes to secure 400
thousand dollars in gifts for the Institute—either
in the form of college-specific or general,
unrestricted funds. As of the end of February,
the office had secured 322 thousand dollars with
several months left before the end of the fiscal
year at the end of June, “The numbers are a lot
better than they were last year,” said Smith. “We
started out calling donors first. Those are people
who understand what giving is, and they do it on
a regular basis. Now we’re getting into people
that have maybe given here or there, and it’s
hard to get them into the habit of giving.” The
last group that Telefund will attempt to reach
consists of potential first-time donors. Telefund
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hour shifts, conversing with
college or program.

So where does the money act
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1 “RIT definitely needs more galleries andspending for the arts.”
Brian Andrew
Third year
Film

2 “They should fix up the upper levels ofbuilding 7.”
Daniel DeBoyace
First year
New Media Publishing

3”Another heaping tower of scrap metalmight strike my fancy.”
James Going
Second year
Film

4 “More housing—it’s hard to get it.”Justin Turk
Third year
Applied Math

5 “Getting kids involved with the campusand the community.”
Mark Zimmerman
Third year
Biotechnology

“With my major, more hands-on
equipment.”
Kahamala Morgan
Fourth year
Chemical Engineering

“Campus act vities; find a way to
incorporate commuters.”
Phil Oakes
Fourth year
Mechanical Engineering

“Space for projects to be worked on.
There’s little space to do so.”
Justin Stabb
First year
Mechanical Engineering Technology

“More housing.”
Peter Zalewski
Second year
Computer Engineering

“Athletics is a waste. That huge center is a lot for
kids who don’t even walk to class.”
Stephen Cagle
Third year
Computer Science.

“More parking spaces.”
Anshul Kumar
Graduate student
Industrial Design

“More scholarships.”
Saru Gupta
MBA

“Co-op opportunities; recruiting more employers.
There’s no help for us [environmental science
students].”
Kendra Bredlau
Third year
Environmental Science

“Lower tuition.”
Stephanie Brauer
Second year
Photography

“Gameboys for all of Campus Safety so they
leave me alone.”
Peter Roman
Third year
Packaging Science

4-Sprint. One Sprint. Many Solutions

II e
compiled and photographed by Kathryn Nix

U: What should RIT spend more money on?

Sprint ReIay~OnIine

V

Get hooked up, with
Sprint Relay Online.

ie
You need to stay connected to the hearing world. Sprint RelaySM Online can get
you connected quickly. It’s the easy to use tool that enables text-based phone
conversations via the Internet, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Best of all, it’s
free! Anytime and virtually anywhere that you have access to a Web-enabled
PC, PDA or PCS phone, you’re just a click away from placing a call to anyone.

It’s never been easier to communicate. Whether you need to schedule your
study group, order a pizza, check in with the folks, or even make a date, Sprint
Relay On!ine can help keep you ahead of the game. Your calls are secure and
~private, and .Sprint Relay has extra features, including emoticon icons, to let
you express yourself.

Sprint Relay Online is Internet Relay

:ww~~prmtr&ay0nh~c0m

Need more? Give them a sign.
If you’re looking for the perfect tool for more natural phone conversations, try
the Video Relay Service (VRS). Use VRS, a webcam and a high-speed Internet
connection to communicate via videoconference, just like you would face to
face using American Sign Language. VRS can give you fast access to video
interpreters so you can communicate freely and naturally without losing
anything to translation.

Get busy talking. Learn more by going to:
www.usavrs.com
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Men’s Basketball
The RIT men~s basketball team finished off the regular season
in fine fashion, but saw their Empire 8 tournament hopes fall
short as they were d~feated in the semifinals.

On February 13, the Tigers took on Hartwidk, ~nd jumped
out to a’ 44-25 halftim~ lead. The second half s~w the Hawks
crawl to within 13, but Rl~t was.’able to hold on for the 77-64
win behind Fran Snyder’s 17-point effort. Kyle Goff chipped in
with 15 points, while Sean Murphy added 11.

The next night, the Tigers won a closely contested 72-70
contest over Utica, behind Murphyrs 20 points. Goff added 12
points and 11 rebounds, while Snyder had 11 points.

On February 17, the Tigers took on local rival Nazareth, and
were victorious’ by the score of 77-74. Despite leading by 14
points, early in the second half, the Tigers had to hold off a late
charge by the Golden Flyers. Snyder, Goff, and Murphy led the
way again with 25, 15, and 13 points respectively.

The next w~ekend, RIT saw their three-game wihning streak
snapped at the hands of St. John Fisher,,, 65-57. Jesse Foote
and Goff scored 13 points apiece, while Snyder added 11.

• The Tigers recovered on the following night, picking up a 74-
62 win over Alfred to finish out the regular season. Tim Bacon
had 19 points, while Foote had 17.

Second-seeded RIT’Mced third-seeded Utica in the semifinals
of the Empire 8 Tournament on February 28. Despite leading
early, the Tigers suffered a disappointing d~feat at the hands of
the Pioneers. John Johnson and Goff hadl 1 points’apiece.for
the Tigers, who stand at 16-10 overall and 11-4 in the league.

Women’s Basketball
For their final five games, the women’s basketball team picked
up three wins.

The first win came on February 13 over Hartwick, 67-64. RIT
had four players in double figures, including Margot Sandy (21
points), Karli Couchman (16), Jackie Sergi (14), and Ramata
Diallo(11).

The Tigers picked up their ninth win of the season the
following night with a 56-44 victory over Utica College. Sandy
had 17 points, while Noelle d’Estries had 13, and Couchman
had 12.

RIT tied a record for wins in a season with
a 64-58 win over Nazareth. The Tigers had a
balanced scoring effort, including 16 points
from d’Estries, 15 from Sandy, 14 from Diallo,
and 12 from Couchman.

The Tigers dropped their fourteenth game
of the season on February 20 with a loss to St.
John Fisher, 73-58. Christina Ermie led the way
with 12 points, while Couchman added 11.

The season came to an end with a
disappointing 60-50 loss to Alfred. Sandy
scored 17 points for RIT, while d’Estries had
13, and Diallo added 12.

The team finishes the season with a 10-15
overall record (5-9 Empire 8).

Men’s Hockey
After winning, a huge game against Elmira
on February 7, the~RlT men’s hockey team
appeared to have their fifth straight ECAC
West regular season title wi~hin reach.

On February 13, the Tigers faced off against
lowly Neumann,. and came out of the gate
flat. RIT trailed 5-1 before coach Wayne
Wilson used his tirbeout early in’ the seco’nd
period. RIT clawed back to. tie the score at
five ~oing into the thVd. At that point, the
Tigers exploded for six more goal’s and went~
on to the 1•1-5 victory. Ryan Francke had
three goals and three assists for. the Tigers,
Ryan Fairbarn had ‘five assists, and Tristan
Fairbarñ had tv~o goals and two assi~ts.

The ne~t night, the tenth-ranked Tigers
took on the ~eventh-rated Vàliants of
Manhattariville. RIT tied the game at~ two
during the second period, and George
Eliopoulos made some big saves down the
stretch to keep the game tied. Brad Harris
and’Mike’Tarantino scored the goals for RIT.
~ February 21, the Tigers were unable to

knock off Hobart and claim their fifth straight
ECAC West regular season title: The Tigers
reclaimed the lead after being down 3-1, but
Were unable to h’old on, dropping, the game
by the scoie of 5-4. Darren Doherjy, Matt
Moore,’Brián Payant, ‘and Harris scored the
Tiger goals. -

Women s Hockey
After finishing out the regular season with

four straight wins, the women’s hockey team
saw their season come to an end during the
quarterfinals of the ECAC East tournament.

On February 13 and 14, the Tigers played a
pair of games against Holy Cross, and came
out on top in both of them.

During the first game, Alysia Park and
Kasie Strong put the Tigers on top 2-0
before Holy Cross got on the board. The
Tigers led 5-3 when Holy Cross pulled their
goaltender, and RIT put home an empty netter
to make the final score 6-3. Nicole Gedney,
Meghan Ericson, Kendra Bredlau, and Jen
Gorczynski all scored goals on the night.

The next night, the Tigers downed the
Crusaders again, 6-2. Bredlau scored four goals,
while Gedney and Erin Topley each added one.
Elaine Vonderembse had 25 saves in net.

On February 19, the Tigers won a hard-
fought game in overtime at Utica, 2-1. Park
scored both goals for RIT.

On February 21, RIT finished out the regular
season with a 10-1 blowout over MIT. Katie
Bailey scored three goals, while Gorczynski,
Gedney, Ericson, Bredlau, and Topley all got
into the scoring act too.

In the quarterfinals of the ECAC East
tournament, RIT faced a UMass-Boston team
they had beaten twice during the regular
season. But on this night, the Beacons had the
Tigers’ number, winning the game by the score
of 6-4. Bredlau scored two goals, while Sam
Boscia and Gedney each lit the lamp once.

The Tigers finish the season with a 16-8-2
record overall, and a 12-5-1 league record.

Wrestling
The Tiger wrestling team placed sixth in the
Empire Wrestling Championships. Brockport
was the champion of the event. RIT’s Chad
Sutliff was an alternate selection to the 2004
NCAA Division Ill Championships.

Track and Field
On February 14, the men’s and women’s
track and field teams competed at the Kane
Invitational at Cornell University.

On the women’s side, Heidi Spalholz
won the 1,000-meter event 13:08.27), while
Danielle Simmons finished fourth (1:00.231

in the 400-meter dash. Danyelle Yondura.
was fifth in the shot put with a throw of 11.43
meters.

Jon Booth finished fifth in the 5,000-meter
run for the men in a time of 16:08.58, Curtis
Howard was fourth in the mile (4:24.29), and
Jessie Williamson was fourth in the 1,000-
meter run (2:36.13). Howard also placed tenth
in the800-meter run (2:00.141.

Both teams were back in action at the
New York State College Track Conference’
(NYSCTC) indbor championships on February
27 and 28.

The women took tenth out of 15 teams,
led by Spalholz, who took second place in
the 1,000-meter .run with a time of 3:01 .80.
Simmons placed fourth in the 400-meter dash
in 61.09 seconds. The 4x200-rneter relay
team of Jessica Mills; Erin Canfield, Jessica
McCarthy, and, Simmons took third with a 1:
49.56 performance. Canfield, Spalholz, and
Simmons teamed with. Sarah Paul to break
an RIT record (80.52 seconds) in the 500-
meter dash.

The men’s team finished sixth out of 14
teams. Quincy Scott broke his own record in
the 55-meter dash, while the distance medley
team took second place in 10:18.62. The
team of Howard, Dean Ganskop, Williamson,
and Ryan Pancoast also broke an RIT record
with this time. The 4x800-meter relay team
of Cross, Williamson, Pancoast, and Howerd
broke another RIT’,record (7:56.33) on their
way to taking second in the event. Howard
also won the 1,000-meter run in 2:33.05. •

by Matthew Doak
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~ad Sutliff takes conti 01 of his opponent, Brent Rydei of Cortlancl State, in the Empn e 8
restling Championships, held at A IT Sutliff put up a valiant fight but lost to the eventual
ampion of the t 57 lbs. class in overtime, 7-5. Chiistopher Zajac/REPORTER iviagazine.
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Men’s Basketball
The RIT men~s basketball team finished off the regular season
in fine fashion, but saw their Empire 8 tournament hopes fall
short as they were d~feated in the semifinals.

On February 13, the Tigers took on Hartwidk, ~nd jumped
out to a’ 44-25 halftim~ lead. The second half s~w the Hawks
crawl to within 13, but Rl~t was.’able to hold on for the 77-64
win behind Fran Snyder’s 17-point effort. Kyle Goff chipped in
with 15 points, while Sean Murphy added 11.

The next night, the Tigers won a closely contested 72-70
contest over Utica, behind Murphyrs 20 points. Goff added 12
points and 11 rebounds, while Snyder had 11 points.

On February 17, the Tigers took on local rival Nazareth, and
were victorious’ by the score of 77-74. Despite leading by 14
points, early in the second half, the Tigers had to hold off a late
charge by the Golden Flyers. Snyder, Goff, and Murphy led the
way again with 25, 15, and 13 points respectively.

The next w~ekend, RIT saw their three-game wihning streak
snapped at the hands of St. John Fisher,,, 65-57. Jesse Foote
and Goff scored 13 points apiece, while Snyder added 11.

• The Tigers recovered on the following night, picking up a 74-
62 win over Alfred to finish out the regular season. Tim Bacon
had 19 points, while Foote had 17.

Second-seeded RIT’Mced third-seeded Utica in the semifinals
of the Empire 8 Tournament on February 28. Despite leading
early, the Tigers suffered a disappointing d~feat at the hands of
the Pioneers. John Johnson and Goff hadl 1 points’apiece.for
the Tigers, who stand at 16-10 overall and 11-4 in the league.

Women’s Basketball
For their final five games, the women’s basketball team picked
up three wins.

The first win came on February 13 over Hartwick, 67-64. RIT
had four players in double figures, including Margot Sandy (21
points), Karli Couchman (16), Jackie Sergi (14), and Ramata
Diallo(11).

The Tigers picked up their ninth win of the season the
following night with a 56-44 victory over Utica College. Sandy
had 17 points, while Noelle d’Estries had 13, and Couchman
had 12.

RIT tied a record for wins in a season with
a 64-58 win over Nazareth. The Tigers had a
balanced scoring effort, including 16 points
from d’Estries, 15 from Sandy, 14 from Diallo,
and 12 from Couchman.

The Tigers dropped their fourteenth game
of the season on February 20 with a loss to St.
John Fisher, 73-58. Christina Ermie led the way
with 12 points, while Couchman added 11.

The season came to an end with a
disappointing 60-50 loss to Alfred. Sandy
scored 17 points for RIT, while d’Estries had
13, and Diallo added 12.

The team finishes the season with a 10-15
overall record (5-9 Empire 8).

Men’s Hockey
After winning, a huge game against Elmira
on February 7, the~RlT men’s hockey team
appeared to have their fifth straight ECAC
West regular season title wi~hin reach.

On February 13, the Tigers faced off against
lowly Neumann,. and came out of the gate
flat. RIT trailed 5-1 before coach Wayne
Wilson used his tirbeout early in’ the seco’nd
period. RIT clawed back to. tie the score at
five ~oing into the thVd. At that point, the
Tigers exploded for six more goal’s and went~
on to the 1•1-5 victory. Ryan Francke had
three goals and three assists for. the Tigers,
Ryan Fairbarn had ‘five assists, and Tristan
Fairbarñ had tv~o goals and two assi~ts.

The ne~t night, the tenth-ranked Tigers
took on the ~eventh-rated Vàliants of
Manhattariville. RIT tied the game at~ two
during the second period, and George
Eliopoulos made some big saves down the
stretch to keep the game tied. Brad Harris
and’Mike’Tarantino scored the goals for RIT.
~ February 21, the Tigers were unable to

knock off Hobart and claim their fifth straight
ECAC West regular season title: The Tigers
reclaimed the lead after being down 3-1, but
Were unable to h’old on, dropping, the game
by the scoie of 5-4. Darren Doherjy, Matt
Moore,’Brián Payant, ‘and Harris scored the
Tiger goals. -

Women s Hockey
After finishing out the regular season with

four straight wins, the women’s hockey team
saw their season come to an end during the
quarterfinals of the ECAC East tournament.

On February 13 and 14, the Tigers played a
pair of games against Holy Cross, and came
out on top in both of them.

During the first game, Alysia Park and
Kasie Strong put the Tigers on top 2-0
before Holy Cross got on the board. The
Tigers led 5-3 when Holy Cross pulled their
goaltender, and RIT put home an empty netter
to make the final score 6-3. Nicole Gedney,
Meghan Ericson, Kendra Bredlau, and Jen
Gorczynski all scored goals on the night.

The next night, the Tigers downed the
Crusaders again, 6-2. Bredlau scored four goals,
while Gedney and Erin Topley each added one.
Elaine Vonderembse had 25 saves in net.

On February 19, the Tigers won a hard-
fought game in overtime at Utica, 2-1. Park
scored both goals for RIT.

On February 21, RIT finished out the regular
season with a 10-1 blowout over MIT. Katie
Bailey scored three goals, while Gorczynski,
Gedney, Ericson, Bredlau, and Topley all got
into the scoring act too.

In the quarterfinals of the ECAC East
tournament, RIT faced a UMass-Boston team
they had beaten twice during the regular
season. But on this night, the Beacons had the
Tigers’ number, winning the game by the score
of 6-4. Bredlau scored two goals, while Sam
Boscia and Gedney each lit the lamp once.

The Tigers finish the season with a 16-8-2
record overall, and a 12-5-1 league record.

Wrestling
The Tiger wrestling team placed sixth in the
Empire Wrestling Championships. Brockport
was the champion of the event. RIT’s Chad
Sutliff was an alternate selection to the 2004
NCAA Division Ill Championships.

Track and Field
On February 14, the men’s and women’s
track and field teams competed at the Kane
Invitational at Cornell University.

On the women’s side, Heidi Spalholz
won the 1,000-meter event 13:08.27), while
Danielle Simmons finished fourth (1:00.231

in the 400-meter dash. Danyelle Yondura.
was fifth in the shot put with a throw of 11.43
meters.

Jon Booth finished fifth in the 5,000-meter
run for the men in a time of 16:08.58, Curtis
Howard was fourth in the mile (4:24.29), and
Jessie Williamson was fourth in the 1,000-
meter run (2:36.13). Howard also placed tenth
in the800-meter run (2:00.141.

Both teams were back in action at the
New York State College Track Conference’
(NYSCTC) indbor championships on February
27 and 28.

The women took tenth out of 15 teams,
led by Spalholz, who took second place in
the 1,000-meter .run with a time of 3:01 .80.
Simmons placed fourth in the 400-meter dash
in 61.09 seconds. The 4x200-rneter relay
team of Jessica Mills; Erin Canfield, Jessica
McCarthy, and, Simmons took third with a 1:
49.56 performance. Canfield, Spalholz, and
Simmons teamed with. Sarah Paul to break
an RIT record (80.52 seconds) in the 500-
meter dash.

The men’s team finished sixth out of 14
teams. Quincy Scott broke his own record in
the 55-meter dash, while the distance medley
team took second place in 10:18.62. The
team of Howard, Dean Ganskop, Williamson,
and Ryan Pancoast also broke an RIT record
with this time. The 4x800-meter relay team
of Cross, Williamson, Pancoast, and Howerd
broke another RIT’,record (7:56.33) on their
way to taking second in the event. Howard
also won the 1,000-meter run in 2:33.05. •
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Each year, more than 50 percent of RIT students participate in
intramurals, with another I~ athletes taking part in 24 varsity
sports. Both intramural and varsity athletes are expected to reap
the benefits of the new 1.6 million dollar artificial turf playing
surface, but is that all they share? Reportertakes~closer look at
the athletics budgeting process from both side of the field.

THE VARSITY SPORTS BUDGET
Completing the budget is a longtask—one that is started far in
advance. Preparation for next year’s budget began before the
ernd of 2003 by formulating the budget approach. A request is
then given to the Vice President!s office with a rationale. This
then goes to the budget committee at RIT and is included in the
budget hearing. “It is not until late winter or early spring when
we find out what the budgets will be,” said Lou Spiotti, Sports
Director. “Sometimes we get all of our needs met, sometimes
we don’t.” Many factors during a given year can help or hurt the
budget. This year, Nestle Crunch partially sponsäred the Center
for Human Performance, and has helpedto get more students
active through improved facilities, classes, and JntramUral
activities.

The sports budget includes coaches’ salaries, equipment,
officials’ wages, travel expenses, and more. The issue of
differing budgets for different teams has been the source of
much debate and many rumors lately. Since the budgets are
confidential, favoritism can easily be achieved—or can it?

If you talk to some of the athletes, you might hear a rumor
that the administration favors the more popular men’s sports.
However, that would be violation of Title IX, which states that
both maleand female sports must have equal ratios, as well as
their budgets of equal caliber. “Popularity has nothing to do it,”
said Spiotti, referring to the overt rumor that men’s hockey gets

favored because ‘of thefan~’ love for the, sport.
li fact, AlT has done more’thàn its re’quire’d share

to giVe women’s s~orts a slice of the budget.pie. The
percentage breakdown of RIT is 65 percent male,
and 35 percent fem~e. Accordin~ly~ AlT athletics
must be made up of ~bout the s.arpe .perc~ntages.
According to’a recent audit done by th4 state, RIT
~ beyond that number with about a 5’O/SO split’.

Every decision we m~ke’h~re regarding s’pórts, the
first question we ask is, is thi’s~fai~?” ‘saia Spiotti.

Coaches’ salaries depend on a number of
variables, including education and amount of~
experience. However, even if coach brings Ns

• or her team all the way to the tbp. there are nO’
bonuses or fancy trips, just a pat ‘on the back and
the assurance that he or she can keep the.job.

RIT has ways of cuttilg d’own,on costs: as well.’
Despite the large amount of travel thatsome teams’
do,. buses are the only means of transportation
availàble~—no. first class flights, here. The men’s
and women’s hockey t~ams were both out of state
multiple times this year, b’uthad to bus it each time.

Despitea chunk of money..being handed to the
sport’s teams, the athletes put forth an admirable
amoi~nt of work to purchase all of the extras
involved. There is whole behind-the-scenes
story that most fans do not realize. The action we
see on game day doesn’t stop when the buzzer
sounds. Somebody has to pay for all of the extras:
the sweatshirts, the warm-ups, and the leisure
activities the athletes do as a team. Whether it is
hosting car washes or selling raffle tickets, most of

the athletes pay for some or all ~f the gearthey w’ear’on game’
day: The hockey players even sell their o~n time, teaching
kids how to skate in order to rake in a few extra bucks:Most
athletes don’t mind.theextra Work; they think of it as a positive
bogding~experience. . , .

“Ne do a loi~of fun things as a team,” said women’s volleyball
player Da’hni Fisher. “Not’only ‘do we reap extra money froO, it,
~ut it also helps allof us’~etto kno~i each other better.”

THE’INTRAMURAL SPORTS BUDGET
The budget for, the .intramural ,sp:orts. ~rograrn at RIT has
remained constant o~’er the years because it’is “fairly simple,”
said Spiotti. Despite its simplicity and small~’r funds compared
to other programs withh~ the ~enter for Human Performance,
such as’~arsity athletics and wellness prog’rams, the intramural
budget provides students ~,ith the opportunity to stay acti~,e in
various sports. The sports offered include soccer, flag football, -

softball, ice hockey, volleyball, table tennis, tennis, badminton,
racquetball,, basketball, and golf.

Daryll Sullivan and Lex Slee’man are the two dedicated’staff
members who run the large ‘program. With the help of stud~nt
employee~, they dpdate and prepare schedules, run captains’
me~tings, organize the supervisors at each game, and hire
officials. A large amount of the budget is allotted to student
employment. But, is there enough money? “Things are tight this
year,” said Spiotti.’
• ,Gne anonymous studeflt employee said, “This year’ Lex
Sleeman said he’d have to seve,rely cut back ourhours, but not
because he wanted to. And, this is exactly what happened. With
less enrollment, everyone has, had to be cost ‘efficient:” The
average pay for student officials is $5.90 per hour, “which isn’t
the best satary,” said the student’e’mployee. “But,if is a relatively
easy job, so it balances out.”

According to Spiotti, the intramural budget ~ to provide
increased salaries each year to the employees, “As students~
salaries ~ up, the budget increases. Most of the budget
increase is attributed ~ more money for student employment.”

Supplies make up the other portion of the intrami!Jrals budget.
‘~e have enough in that budget. to fund all equipment ne~ded
such~balls, bats, bases, and nets,” Spiotti said. These supplies
get a lot of use by the players. Nate Tarampi, an intramural
basketball player, has never seen a lack of supplies, but said, “I
think they should wash the uniforms that we wear, because at
every game, they just bring out a bag full of jerseys. And, we just
pick our color, and a lot of them are just nasty.” Other supplies

include trophies and ho’spitaity heeds, such
as pizza for the end-of:the-season reception
involving program leaders and;intramural team
champions. “I think the~war~dsand.recognitior~
aren’t entirely nece~s~ry, bUt ñ,ake a niàe’
addition fo the fun intramural expërience,” said
one participant. ‘ : •

Even though the budget has not increased.
si~’nificantly over fhe ~1ears, participation lias

Intramurals is tI?efastest growing activity on
college bampuses,”~ said .Spiofti. He’ believes
the pop’ularity of’the program is due to the fact
that students want to participate in the sports
that they love ‘~ ~ - •-.

.to a varsity team. . ‘ .

doe . ‘ .. ‘ ‘.. . , . . . .. -

and time do. “Parti .. .

increased every ye. . . - • •

certain amount of time and space is available
• between wellness classes, intercollegiate

athletics, and intrarñuràls. Time has not
expanded~ that ke-. - . •.- .

such ~ student employmen ~

Eve~i with out
pretty modest, b
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said Spiotti.
The new field house next year will hopefully

change this time ,and space predica
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Each year, more than 50 percent of RIT students participate in
intramurals, with another I~ athletes taking part in 24 varsity
sports. Both intramural and varsity athletes are expected to reap
the benefits of the new 1.6 million dollar artificial turf playing
surface, but is that all they share? Reportertakes~closer look at
the athletics budgeting process from both side of the field.

THE VARSITY SPORTS BUDGET
Completing the budget is a longtask—one that is started far in
advance. Preparation for next year’s budget began before the
ernd of 2003 by formulating the budget approach. A request is
then given to the Vice President!s office with a rationale. This
then goes to the budget committee at RIT and is included in the
budget hearing. “It is not until late winter or early spring when
we find out what the budgets will be,” said Lou Spiotti, Sports
Director. “Sometimes we get all of our needs met, sometimes
we don’t.” Many factors during a given year can help or hurt the
budget. This year, Nestle Crunch partially sponsäred the Center
for Human Performance, and has helpedto get more students
active through improved facilities, classes, and JntramUral
activities.

The sports budget includes coaches’ salaries, equipment,
officials’ wages, travel expenses, and more. The issue of
differing budgets for different teams has been the source of
much debate and many rumors lately. Since the budgets are
confidential, favoritism can easily be achieved—or can it?

If you talk to some of the athletes, you might hear a rumor
that the administration favors the more popular men’s sports.
However, that would be violation of Title IX, which states that
both maleand female sports must have equal ratios, as well as
their budgets of equal caliber. “Popularity has nothing to do it,”
said Spiotti, referring to the overt rumor that men’s hockey gets

favored because ‘of thefan~’ love for the, sport.
li fact, AlT has done more’thàn its re’quire’d share

to giVe women’s s~orts a slice of the budget.pie. The
percentage breakdown of RIT is 65 percent male,
and 35 percent fem~e. Accordin~ly~ AlT athletics
must be made up of ~bout the s.arpe .perc~ntages.
According to’a recent audit done by th4 state, RIT
~ beyond that number with about a 5’O/SO split’.

Every decision we m~ke’h~re regarding s’pórts, the
first question we ask is, is thi’s~fai~?” ‘saia Spiotti.

Coaches’ salaries depend on a number of
variables, including education and amount of~
experience. However, even if coach brings Ns

• or her team all the way to the tbp. there are nO’
bonuses or fancy trips, just a pat ‘on the back and
the assurance that he or she can keep the.job.

RIT has ways of cuttilg d’own,on costs: as well.’
Despite the large amount of travel thatsome teams’
do,. buses are the only means of transportation
availàble~—no. first class flights, here. The men’s
and women’s hockey t~ams were both out of state
multiple times this year, b’uthad to bus it each time.

Despitea chunk of money..being handed to the
sport’s teams, the athletes put forth an admirable
amoi~nt of work to purchase all of the extras
involved. There is whole behind-the-scenes
story that most fans do not realize. The action we
see on game day doesn’t stop when the buzzer
sounds. Somebody has to pay for all of the extras:
the sweatshirts, the warm-ups, and the leisure
activities the athletes do as a team. Whether it is
hosting car washes or selling raffle tickets, most of

the athletes pay for some or all ~f the gearthey w’ear’on game’
day: The hockey players even sell their o~n time, teaching
kids how to skate in order to rake in a few extra bucks:Most
athletes don’t mind.theextra Work; they think of it as a positive
bogding~experience. . , .

“Ne do a loi~of fun things as a team,” said women’s volleyball
player Da’hni Fisher. “Not’only ‘do we reap extra money froO, it,
~ut it also helps allof us’~etto kno~i each other better.”

THE’INTRAMURAL SPORTS BUDGET
The budget for, the .intramural ,sp:orts. ~rograrn at RIT has
remained constant o~’er the years because it’is “fairly simple,”
said Spiotti. Despite its simplicity and small~’r funds compared
to other programs withh~ the ~enter for Human Performance,
such as’~arsity athletics and wellness prog’rams, the intramural
budget provides students ~,ith the opportunity to stay acti~,e in
various sports. The sports offered include soccer, flag football, -

softball, ice hockey, volleyball, table tennis, tennis, badminton,
racquetball,, basketball, and golf.

Daryll Sullivan and Lex Slee’man are the two dedicated’staff
members who run the large ‘program. With the help of stud~nt
employee~, they dpdate and prepare schedules, run captains’
me~tings, organize the supervisors at each game, and hire
officials. A large amount of the budget is allotted to student
employment. But, is there enough money? “Things are tight this
year,” said Spiotti.’
• ,Gne anonymous studeflt employee said, “This year’ Lex
Sleeman said he’d have to seve,rely cut back ourhours, but not
because he wanted to. And, this is exactly what happened. With
less enrollment, everyone has, had to be cost ‘efficient:” The
average pay for student officials is $5.90 per hour, “which isn’t
the best satary,” said the student’e’mployee. “But,if is a relatively
easy job, so it balances out.”

According to Spiotti, the intramural budget ~ to provide
increased salaries each year to the employees, “As students~
salaries ~ up, the budget increases. Most of the budget
increase is attributed ~ more money for student employment.”

Supplies make up the other portion of the intrami!Jrals budget.
‘~e have enough in that budget. to fund all equipment ne~ded
such~balls, bats, bases, and nets,” Spiotti said. These supplies
get a lot of use by the players. Nate Tarampi, an intramural
basketball player, has never seen a lack of supplies, but said, “I
think they should wash the uniforms that we wear, because at
every game, they just bring out a bag full of jerseys. And, we just
pick our color, and a lot of them are just nasty.” Other supplies

include trophies and ho’spitaity heeds, such
as pizza for the end-of:the-season reception
involving program leaders and;intramural team
champions. “I think the~war~dsand.recognitior~
aren’t entirely nece~s~ry, bUt ñ,ake a niàe’
addition fo the fun intramural expërience,” said
one participant. ‘ : •

Even though the budget has not increased.
si~’nificantly over fhe ~1ears, participation lias

Intramurals is tI?efastest growing activity on
college bampuses,”~ said .Spiofti. He’ believes
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KENDRA BREDLAU Women’s Hockey

I e .

DARREN DOHERTY Men’s Hockey

Sophomore Darren Doherty has quickly
emerged as one of the most versatile RIT
men’s hockey players. The forward from
l0uc5ro, Ontario sees time at left wing, center,
and’righf’ wing for the Tigers.

(~oach Wayne Wilson raves about Doherty’s
all-around game: “He’s able to play in many
different situations~ including the power play and

,~penalty killing. He’s a very intelligent player.”
Doherty has tallied 10 goals and 16 assists

in 22 games this season. He is fourth on the
team in scoring. Doherty has also scored three
game-winning goals for his team.

“He comes and works hard everyday at
• practice.and in games, and I think that’s what

has made him~a very good player,” said Wilson.
Wilèdn also expects bigthings from Doherty

next season and beyond. “I really appreciate
• all the things he gives us in our lineup,”

said Wilson. “As his career goes on, the
confidence that he’s gaining by ~laying in all
thesd situations at such an early stage in his
RIT career will only help him to get better and
better.”

Junior Kendra Bredlau and the RIT women’s
hockey team have been accomplishing
big things this season. The forward from
Pleasanton, California ranks second on the
team in scoring with h~r 15 goals and 14
assists. Her four goals in a 6-2 win over Holy
Cross helped RIT clinch a home playoff game.

Coach Mike Grainsky sees Bredlau as an
integral part of the team. “Her speed, tenacity,
and aggressive play are motivating factors to
her teammates,” said Grainsky. “She often

• plays with recklessabandon—a trait necessary
to compete on a daily basis in our division.”

Grainsky also believes that Bredlau is still
improving..” As the season has progressed,
she has learned to channel her emotions in a
pdsitive direction toward our opponents,.” he
said. “She hasa ‘take no jrisone~s’ attitude,
and is determined to help our team succeed in
any way she can.”

Bredlau is expected to play a significant role
on the team next season. “I consider her to
b’e part of the solution, rather than just being a.~
piece of ‘the puzzle,” said Grainsky.

MEN’S INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD TEAM

The men’s indoor track and field team is
finishing up an outstanding season. The team
has historically been strong in distance events,
but this year, a solid group of sprinters and
jumpers has helped the team excel.
“Thereason ~ve’re as good as we.are is that
we’re more roundedthan in the past,” said
coach Dave Warth.
Several record have been broken this season
by the team including Quincy Scott in the 55-
meter dash, Sean McVeigh in the 3000-meter
racewalk, and the team of Curtis Howard,
•Adam Cross, Ryan Pancoast, and Sean
Dekkers in the 4x800-meter relay.
The team finished second of six teams at the
University of Rochester Invitational, and fourth:
of seven at the tough St. Lawrence Indoor
Classic.
Warth also expects great things from his team
during the upcoming outdoor season and the
next indoor’season. “We have a really strong
team and we’re well spread out in terms of
age,” he said.
The coach is also häpeful that the opening
of the field house, giving the team a place
for home meets .and daily practices, will help
bolster th~ program in the future. .

by Matthew Doak
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The

FindYour Open Road

the open road. -Road Trip Nation Manifesto

RIT’s mission statement maintains that, “It is ‘our ‘vision
that RIT will lead higher education,in preparing students for
successful career development over their. lifetimes.” While
I agree that RIT is successful at teaching its students the
skills we need to succeed in finding a job, I’m not so sure
that they teach usi’~ow to think effectively, to be innovative:
.RIT trains us to work for someone else, not for ourselves.
Most graduates will land well-paying jobs where they will
contribute to’ a corpoThation or firm. And, while they do their
jobs well, they potentially become just another puzzle piece
in the corporate marketplace. For most new graduates, this
Nould be a great sense of accomplishment, but how ‘long
will that feeling last? What happens years dawn the road
when they find themselves stuck in the puzzle without the
knowledge dr experience necessary to become an individual in
their fields? While, classes and co-ops give us work experience,
they don’t give us life experience. Discovering what works for
you, daring to do something different, finding your niche, and
setting yourself up for success comes from life experiences,
something that many RIT students lack.

Perhaps the overwhelming dissatisfaction of •students at
RIT comes from a lack of inspiration. To’o often ‘professors get
stuckteaching skills and forget about inspiring students’to think
differently. When we look back at our lives, we reflect upon
moments that inspired us, shocked us. No doubt each of us has
a memory that we can look back on that was a true moment
of inspiration—a moment that made us excited about what we
were living for. I think that these moments of inspiration are
created by an idea—an idea,that is different, that questions that
status quo, and that creates a niche and a drive for the individual.
This institution’s concentration on skills onlyprbmotes fitting in
instead of crea~ing individual identity.

As a generation, and as’ RIT students, we need to expose
ourselves to e~periences that will.challenge us to question what
we’,do. Most of us are too young to convince ourselves that we
ha~,e it figured out, without havi~,g built life experiences to back
them up. We have grown up in an environ’ment where parents
and teachers tell us how to do things; and we don’t take the
time’td disdover how thin~s work for us individually. We need to
op~n ourselves up to inspiration, mistakes, arid the unknown.

‘Earlier this year, RIT was host to the “Thqught at ‘Work”
design conference. As an Industrial Design major, Iwas excited
about the opportunity to learn from the guest lectures. One of
the speakers was Cameron Sinclair, an architect that founded
the non-profit organization Architecture for Humanity, which
promotes architecture and design ideas to solve humanitarian
problems around the world. I was really struck by something
he said in particular. While talking about thoughtful design and

applying it to needs:of people, he challenged the audience to
“design like you give a damn I” I realized that, like so many other
students, I was stuck in a rut of not giving a damn. With the
~ressures that RIT has we tend to just.do things to get them
done, and we don’t really think about what we’re doing. Our
professors tell us what to do, and how to do it, ‘and that’s where
it ends. In order to progress .we need to start asking why we
are doing something. We need to apply it to our goals, and
make the result worthwhi!e.

Finishing a project to a professor’s exact standards shouldn’t
be the only reason for doing things. Too often, students tell
themselves, “Well, this is just for cla~s,” and as a result, things
start to be done just for a good grade: I believe that we need’
dig deeper, Our projects and papers are given to us to ‘build
skills: and while skills are a’ necessity, they should not be the
be all and end all of what a project teacheg us. How can ,we
ever create our individual strengths and ideas by simply doing
things to learn a skill in an estabIished~way? I think professors
also need to leave areas,for flexibility and innovation in their
assignments—assignments that will involve the skills that
students need to learn, bUt allow for exploration and personal
ownership of the end result.

All the curriculums at RIT share a sti’ict concentration to
a specific field of training, however, students are rarely so
specific in their interests. While RIT is a place for students
that know what they want, I think very few students are
one hundred percent secure in their chosen major. Many
professionals ‘change career paths multiple times, so how ,can
‘RIT expect life success from its students by only concentrating
on career training? The institution needs to create a place that
fosters’the com~lete individual. There needs to be flexibility to
explore other areas of study. The rigors of RIT and the pressure
of work leave little time to explore one’s self.

My college experience so far has given me the impression
that schooling only teaches you how to work for someone else;
it doesn’t teach you to be yourself. Perhaps this is a reason
behind RIT’s issue,with retention and the less-than-enthusiastic
support from alumni. ‘think that for alumni, RIT becomes a
place that trained them, not a place that inspired them.

I fully accept the responsibility that I need to do most of that
work on ‘my own: College is what you make of it. However, I
think RIT does not always create the environment for this self
exploration. Theref&e, many times I feel like I’m paying for a
piece of paper, not an experience. The students and institution
need to meet halfway to create a place that both trains and
inspires. As a community and individually, we need to think like
we give a damn.

Recognized as a premier musician,
clarinetist Kenneth Grant possesses a
long list of experience that has won
his acclaim from both his critics and
peers. Mr. Grantjoined the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra in
1987 as Principal Clarinet after
almost 15 years in the same position
with the Columbus Symphony.

Mini-Bus €Ieparts from SAU Circle at 7pm
Free Jay Walily Coffee & Dessert after perforiii~iance

by Bryan Hammer

“So, what do you want to do with your life? You should be a lawyer; a doctor; an accountant, a consultant.. .blah, blah, blah.”
Everywhere you turn people try’ to tell you who to be and what to do with your life We call that the noise. Block it Shed it. Leave it
for the conformists. As a generation, we need to get back to focusing on individuality Self construction rather than mass production.
Define your own road in life instead of traveling down somebody else’s. Listen to yourself. Your road is the open road Find it. Find

Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
with

a a

classic clarinet

1
.1

Marchr~f~th
~jJ2OO4

Eastman Theatre 8pm

Tickets on sale March 8th

$5 at the SAU Candy Counter

Students Only
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start to be done just for a good grade: I believe that we need’
dig deeper, Our projects and papers are given to us to ‘build
skills: and while skills are a’ necessity, they should not be the
be all and end all of what a project teacheg us. How can ,we
ever create our individual strengths and ideas by simply doing
things to learn a skill in an estabIished~way? I think professors
also need to leave areas,for flexibility and innovation in their
assignments—assignments that will involve the skills that
students need to learn, bUt allow for exploration and personal
ownership of the end result.

All the curriculums at RIT share a sti’ict concentration to
a specific field of training, however, students are rarely so
specific in their interests. While RIT is a place for students
that know what they want, I think very few students are
one hundred percent secure in their chosen major. Many
professionals ‘change career paths multiple times, so how ,can
‘RIT expect life success from its students by only concentrating
on career training? The institution needs to create a place that
fosters’the com~lete individual. There needs to be flexibility to
explore other areas of study. The rigors of RIT and the pressure
of work leave little time to explore one’s self.

My college experience so far has given me the impression
that schooling only teaches you how to work for someone else;
it doesn’t teach you to be yourself. Perhaps this is a reason
behind RIT’s issue,with retention and the less-than-enthusiastic
support from alumni. ‘think that for alumni, RIT becomes a
place that trained them, not a place that inspired them.

I fully accept the responsibility that I need to do most of that
work on ‘my own: College is what you make of it. However, I
think RIT does not always create the environment for this self
exploration. Theref&e, many times I feel like I’m paying for a
piece of paper, not an experience. The students and institution
need to meet halfway to create a place that both trains and
inspires. As a community and individually, we need to think like
we give a damn.

Recognized as a premier musician,
clarinetist Kenneth Grant possesses a
long list of experience that has won
his acclaim from both his critics and
peers. Mr. Grantjoined the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra in
1987 as Principal Clarinet after
almost 15 years in the same position
with the Columbus Symphony.

Mini-Bus €Ieparts from SAU Circle at 7pm
Free Jay Walily Coffee & Dessert after perforiii~iance

by Bryan Hammer

“So, what do you want to do with your life? You should be a lawyer; a doctor; an accountant, a consultant.. .blah, blah, blah.”
Everywhere you turn people try’ to tell you who to be and what to do with your life We call that the noise. Block it Shed it. Leave it
for the conformists. As a generation, we need to get back to focusing on individuality Self construction rather than mass production.
Define your own road in life instead of traveling down somebody else’s. Listen to yourself. Your road is the open road Find it. Find

Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
with

a a

classic clarinet

1
.1

Marchr~f~th
~jJ2OO4

Eastman Theatre 8pm

Tickets on sale March 8th

$5 at the SAU Candy Counter

Students Only
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FREE
Wrap

“[ate Nile”
Fri. & Sal. 10pm - Sam
Purchase, a Wrap w

Medium Fountain Drink
get a Wrap of equal or lesser

value for FREE!
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• FREE:
5-inch Sub
“Late Nile”

Fri..& Sat. 10pm - Sum
Purchase a 6-inch.Sub w
Medium Fountain 1~vink

get a ~-inch Sub of equal or
lesser varue for FR~EE!
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FREE :
.12-inch Sub
‘late Nile”

Fri. & Sal. 10pm - Sam
Purchase a 12-inch Sub w
Medium Fountain Drink: I

get a’12-inch Sub of equal or
lesser. value for FREE!
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FREE
Salad

“Late Nile”
Fri. & Sal. 10pm - Sam
Purchase a Salad w

Medium Fountain Drink
get.,a Salad of equal or lesser

value for FREE!I I
Validonly at Subway Jefferson Plaza Valid only atSubway Jefferson Plaza Valid only at Subway JeffersonPiaza Valid only at Subway Jefferson Plaza
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376 Jefferson Road, Jefferson Plaza (across form Southtown) phone 292-1460
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